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Letter to Members

~~ Dear Members,

We are pleased to submit for your consideration, the bi-annual report ofthe

National Executive. The past six months have seen extraordinary progress on post

secondary education issues.

As a direct result of working together, seven out of ten provinces have moved

forward decisively to make college and university education more affordable.

Moreover, the issue of affordability has been taken up on the federal scene with

a commitment from the New Democratic and Liberal Parties to implement a

dedicated fund to reduce tuition fees in every province.

Federation campaigns for a Post-Secondary Education Act and dedicated transfer

for higher education are paying off. With the new federal funding pledged for

post-secondary education, the Federation is well-poised to make significant

advancements in the pursuit of high quality, affordable post-secondary education.

We look forward to worki ng with you in the critical months ahead to consol idate

our victories and build momentum for the future.

The National Executive
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Campaigns and Government Relations

Campaigns and
Government Relations

The Canadian Federation of Students works

in a variety of ways to change public opinion

and change public policy. Solid research and

information sharing are the beginning. But, as has

been shown time and time again, the Federation's

real strength is our membership.
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Overview
The pastsix months have been marked by

important victorieson tuition fees. Over haif of the
students in Canada arenow protected by a freeze.

Tuition fees are frozen in Saskatchewan, Manitoba,
Ontario, Quebec and Newfoundland and Labrador.,
In British Colombia, Federation members convinced
Premier Gordon Campbeli to reverse his position
on de-regulated tuition fees, such that future
increases will be limited to the rate of Infiation.
Alberta Premier Ralph Klein hasguaranteed that
his government wiil pay for any tuition fee increases
this fail. These victoriesare significant and have set
a standard that will not be easily maintained. The
Federation has changed the terms of the debate in
many provinces and forced university presidents
and cynical commentators onto the defensive.

This pastyear, disgraced former Ontario Premier
Bob Rae was commissioned by the Ontario
government to review post-secondary education.
After traveiling across the province and claiming
to consult with Ontarians, Rae ignored the cali
for increased access to university and college
and insteadrecommended. system of higher
tuition fees and iifelong debt by encouraging the
introduction of Income Contingent Student Loan
Repayment Schemes. The ideascontained within
Rae's report are already beginning to reverberate
with some policy-makers outside of Ontario. The
Federation has written a comprehensive response
that can be used in any region by member locals
who are activeiy resistingthe elitist system that Rae
and his foliowers envision.

The push by R.e and others for higherfees has
been biunted by the promise of federal spending
on post-secondary education. Since the May 2004
annual general meeting, the national dialogue about
transfer payments hasshifted suostantialfy, In
addition to most federal political parties taking new
positions on the shape of federal post-secondary
education funding, many provincial governments
have warmed to the idea of a dedicated transfer
payment. An Ipsos-Reid poli conducted

immediately priorto the tabling of the 2005 federai
budget reported that nextto heaith care, post
secondary sducatlon was the highestpriority of

Canadians.

The federal budget amendment negotiated by
Paul Martinand the feder.i New Democrat caucus
to makefunding available for provinces that will
reduce tuition fees was a hard-earned but vital
milestone in the Federation's campaign for high
quality, accessible post-secondary education.
The tact that political expediencies forced the
federal Liberals to make such amendments does
not detract from the historic statementthat the
amendment makes about the federal government's
ability to influence tuition fee policy.This victory at
the federal level has given renewed strength to local
and provincial effortsto freeze and reduce fees.
Provinciai governments and universitypresidents
are running out of arguments for higherfees.

The 2004-2005 campaign yearWas marked by
newtuition fee freezes and substantial progress on
federal funding policydiscussions. Theoutcome
of a possible federal election and the student
movement's ability to assign Bob Rae's report to the
dustbin of history will set the agenda for the year
ahead,

Student Financial Assistance

Meeting with Assistant Deputy Minister
Marie-Josee Thivierge

On December 13, Federation representatives met
with Canada Student Loans Program Director
General David Cogliati andAssistant Deputy
Minister of Human Resources (LearningBranch)
Marle-Josee Thivierge. This was the first meeting
between the Federation and Thivierge since she
became Assistant Deputy Minister. Representatives
used this opportunity to introduce Thivierge to
the Federation and provide an overview of the
policy proposals contained within the Federation's
campaigns and government relations strategy and
various government submissions.
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Thivierge explored the Federation's perspective

on income contingent student ioan repayment

schemes in light of the Federation's opposition

to the schemes. Representatives elaborated on

the Federation's analysis and outlined the results

in jurisdictions where they have been employed.

Representatives also agreed to follow-up with

Thivierge's office about the research the Federation

has compiled on the issue.

Conference on the Future of Post-Secondary
Education

On December 3 to 4, 2004, the University of

Toronto hosted a conference entitied "Taking

Public Universities Seriously". The conference was

designed to augment the University of Toronto's

response to the Ontario review of post-secondary

education undertaken by former Premier Bob Rae.

The conference was organised by the Faculty of Law

at the University of Toronto and addressed issues

of accountability and funding for universities. The

second day of the conference was devoted almost

exclusively to income contingent student loan

repayment schemes (lCR). Speakers were flown in

from the United Kingdom and Australia to tout the

benefits of ICR.

Organisers went to great lengths to ensure that the

conference remained secret. No public invitation

was issued and the conference was not announced

to the university community. In addition, no

elected student representatives were invited to the

conference, but several handpicked students were

invited. When representatives of Locals 97 and 98

attempted to register they were barred from doing

so as were other Federation representatives. In

response, Local 98 mounted an aggressive media

campaign to pressure the University into reversing

the policy. On the day of the conference, Federation'

representatives attempted to register in person and

when refused entrance, informed the organisers that

local and national media had been invited to the

event and that they would not ieave the building

uniess permitted to participate in the conference.

After some reluctance, organisers relented.

Vlrtually all of the panel speakers argued for

deregulated tuition fees and higher student debt.

Nicholas Barr, a professor of economics and one

of the architects of the ICR scheme in the United

Kingdom outlined the recent reforms in Britain. 8arr

spoke glowingly of the new graduate tax in Britain

dubbed "the study now, pay later" model. Under

the new system, students are charged up to £3000

(CON $6800) in tuition fees per year. That amount is

financed through a public student loan. The loan is

interest free while in study, but accumulates interest

at the rate of inflation after graduation. Currently,

anyone earning under £10,000 (CON $22,700) is

not required to make payments on the loan, but the

threshold will rise to £15,000 (CON $34,000) by

2006. Payments are collected through the national

tax system, and the unpaid portion of the loan is

forgiven after 25 years. Barr bragged about the

justice and equity of this plan and the efficiency

of collectlon through the tax system. However, Barr

suggested that the in-study interest subsidy and the

low post-graduation interest subsidy are expensive

and unsustainable for the British model. Barr

argued vehemently against any interest subsidy and

made the case that students should pay market

based interest rates from the moment the loan is

negotiated. other panel speakers, including higher

tuition fee activist Ross Finnie, also argued against

interest subsidies.

The final presentation of the conference came from

Faculty of Law professors Ben Allaire and David
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Duff. Allaire and Duff presented their favoured iCR
model for the University of Toronto. Ailaire and Duff
repeated manyof the arguments made by Barrbut
offered an even more extreme and regressive model.
They argued for an unlimited repayment period and
the eiimination of interestrelief, loan remission,
and all interestsubsidies, Whileacknowledging
the substantiallyincreased costto students and
their families, Allaire and Duff relied on the basic
underpinning of ICR models: ICR lowers the monthly
payment by spreading the loan over a lifetime,
thereby allowingstudents to paythe full cost of a
post-secondary education via higher tuition fees. in
fact, they suggested that an ICR policy modei would
allow all programs to follow the Universityof Toronto
law school model of $22,000 tuition fees.

Millennium Scholarship
Foundation

Auditor General's Report

On February 15, Auditor General Sheila Fraser
released herannual report. A key chapter in this
year'sreport focused on the fiscal accountabilityof
government foundations. Fraser'S primaryconclusion
was that the federal government has spent close
to $9-biliion on foundations for which there is very
iittie public accountabilityor scrutiny. As private

corporations created by Parliament, the federal
government basically transfers funds to foundetions
and then ceases to have anyroie in future
operations. Fraser was particuiarly concerned that
foundations are not subject to the same "value for
dollar" audit to which all government departments
are answerable. In the past, such audits have
revealed ineffectivepractices and potentially corrupt
behaviour on the part of government officials and

external contractors.

The concerns of the AuditorGeneral mirror much
of the Federation's analysis about the Millennium
Scholarship Foundation: although the Foundation is

required to produce a basic financial audit, much of
its operation takes place In secret, it is not subject

to the Access to Information Act, and it is under
no obiigation to reveal detailed information about
spending in areas such as its questionable research
project.

In fall 2004, the Federation began a
correspondence with Foundation officials in the
hopes of learning how research contracts are
rewarded. The Federation is particularly interested
in several untendered contracts awarded to former
Research Director Aiex Usher and the American
think tank-for which he now works. To date, the
Federation has received no explanation from
the Foundation as to whycontractsarebeing
awarded to former employees like Usher without a
transparent bidding process.

New Grant Disbursement

At the Millennium Schoiarship Foundation (MSF)
annuai general in September, 2004, a vague
announcement was made of a research project
based on a recent set of consultations. This round
of consultation took piece in the winter of 2004
and focused on need assessment and loan limits.
The highly scripted consultations were designed
to concludethat the MSF should concentrate on
low-income students asopposed to high need
students. According to Foundation officiais the idea
is a belated attempt to ensure that MSF bursaries
actually reduce debt. However, this new direction
is fraught with difficulties. Though the Federation
has iong called for a national system of grants for
low-income students, the newMSF policy ignores
the crisis in studentdebt and skyrocketing tuition
fees. In essence, by focusing only on low-Income
students the Foundation ignores the pressure that
rising fees have put on student financiai assistance.
Simply put, massive increases in fees now mean
that eventhose from middle-income homes are
forced to borrow over $20,000 to finance an
education. In an effort to deal with this pressure the
Foundation is seeking to gut the current system of
student financial assistance and throw all but those
at very bottom of the income scale into a private,
for-profit system of loans. This parallel system of
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private loans will enshrine a framework designed to

allow tuition fees to continue to rise.

The pilot project announced at the September

meeting is the first step in this process. Though

few details were provided when it was announced,

. it is now clear that the Foundation has found

$200 million to start a low-income grant. As with

its primary program the Foundation is negotiating

a separate agreement with each province and the

funds will be disbursed on a per capita basis.

To date, agreements have been signed in British

Columbia and Quebec. However, as details of the

negotiations emerge this second set of negotiations

appears to be mired in the same kind of bungling

and political considerations that have marred the

program from its inception.

in response to the Foundation's strategy, the

Federation mounted an aggressive public relations

campaign. In Newfoundland and Labrador a news

release was issued urging the Foundation to treat all

students fairly. The releasecalled on the Foundation

to begin negotiations with the provincial government

and to guarantee that students in Newfoundland

and Labrador would be eligible for the grant by

September 2005. In addition to the release, the

Federation wrote a letter to Executive Director

Norman Riddell protesting the Foundation's secretive

and manipulative policy on implementing the grants

program. in subsequent media interviews Riddell

falseiy claimed that negotiations were well underway.

According to the Government of Newfoundiand

and Labrador the only officiai correspondence from

the MSF this year has been a letter informing the

province that its allocation for the year will be

reduced as result of a decline in the population of

the province.

A similar strategy was employed in Nova Scotia, and

Ontario. Although the Foundation reacted angrily to

the Federation's demand for fairness, it appears that

the Federation's media campaign has jumpstarted

negotiations: the Foundation recently came to

an agreement with Ontario to ensure that Ontario

students wili be eligible for grants in September.

Campaigns and Government Relations

Political expediency accounts for the deals struck

in British Columbia and Quebec. In the case of

British Columbia the current Liberal government

sought an advantage for the provincial election, and

in the case of Quebec the political concerns were

even more craven. In the midst of one the biggest

student mobilisations in history, the MSF stepped in

to rescue a floundering Liberal government. Despite

WINNIPEG, FEBRUARY 4, 200~

the fact that their primary program has turned into

a disgraced public relations stunt, the Foundation

is anxious to score cheap political points wherever it

can.

In addition to supposedly augmenting their "grants"

program, the new program is being touted as a

research project. In each of the provinces with

the new grant, the Foundation will hire staff to

monitor the effect of the grant on access for low

income students. However, it is likely that this

"research" will simply confirm the poiitical goal

set out by the Foundation: gut the public system

of student financial assistance by arguing that only

the very poorest students need any form of grant or

subsidised loan assistance. As with prior projects,

the research aspect of this program ignores all

established protocols for independent research in the
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service of the Foundation's goal of higher tuition
fees and higherstudent debt.

"Don't Bankrupt a Generation":
Campaign against the student ..
loan bankruptcy prohibition

Charter Challenge Update

The Federation's charterchallenge of the
Bankruptcy and lnsolvency Act (BIA) was first
iaunched in 1999 and was heard in Ontario
SUPerior Court on June 16,2004. The Federation
argued that the iaw prohibiting students from
declaringbankruptcy on student loan debt for ten
years after graduation violates Section 15 of the
Charter of Rights and Freedoms.

Thefederal government defended the iaw citing
Interest Relief, Debt Reduction in Repayment,

and the Millennium Scholarship Foundation as
programs that assist studentdebtors who are
in need. The Federation has argued that the
government's position ignores the fact that those in
defauit (that is, those who cannot paytheir loans)
are ineligibie for most relief programs. Moreover,
two of the three programs offered as a defence
of the prohibition, the Millennium Scholarship
Foundation and DebtReduction in Repayment, are

widely recognised as policyfaiiures.

Unfortunately, there is stili noword from the courts
about when to expecta ruling.

Private Member's Bill 236: An Act to Amend
the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act (Student
Loans)

In fail 2004, Member of Parliament Alexa

McDonough (NDP, Halifax), introduced a private
member's bill to reduce the Bankruptcy and

Insolvency Act student loan prohibition from ten to
two years. The Bill would have essentiaily undone

the 1998 changes but not the 1997 changes to the

Act.

Bill-236 received first reading on October 20 and
was introduced for second reading on February
25. A bill that passes second reading is sent to a
Commons standing committeefor further review. To
assist members with lobbyingtheir locai Members
of Parliament to vote in favourof the Bill, a
sample letter outliningthe Federation's concerns
with the currentBankruptcy and Insolvency
Act was distributed. it should be stressed that
voting for legislation at second reading is onlyan
endorsement of the idea that a piece of legislation
warrants closer examination. A bill is not passed
into law until it is approved at third reading.

In the days ieading up to the voteat second
reading, McDonough secured the support of the
Conservative' Party Caucus with the understanding
that shewould consider a revision in the Committee
stage to amend the Bill's prohibition from two
to five years. However, on the dayof the vote,
the Conservatives reneged ontheir promise, and
withdrewtheir support. The Bili failed, and with
it the opportunity for Parliament to examine the
widespread misery caused by the bankruptcy
prohibition. The voting record for each MPat the
second reading is available on the Federation's
website andwill be profiled during the nextfederai

election.

OnApril 19, the Federation met with McDonough
to discuss herbill. She supported the sentiment
of the Federation's press release that denounced
the Conservative Caucus for reversing their position
on the bill at the last minute. She reaffirmed her
commitment to the issue and asked to be updated
on progress of the Federation's charter challenge of

the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act.

Senate Bill S-28: An Act to Amelld the
Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act (Student
Loans)

Liberal Senator Wilfred Moore has tabled a
bill in the Senate to reduce the student loan
bankruptcy prohibition to five years. Senator
Moore's bill, although not ideal, is consistent with
the recommendations of the Senate Committee on
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Banking, Trade, and Commerce's 2003 review of

the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act. The Federation

has met with Senator Moore on the issue and has

provided his staff with research on student debt and

those most affected by the prohibition.

Bill S-28 has been debated at second reading in the

Senate and received the approval of the Leader of .

the Official Opposition in the Senate, Conservative

Senator Noel Kinselia. However, if an election is

called the Bill wili die on the order paper, and

would have to be formally re-introduced in the next

parliamentary session.

Federal Funding for Post
Secondary Education

Senate Inquiry on Post Secondary Education

In fali 2004, Liberal Senator Catherine Callbeck

initiated a Senate inquiry into post-secondary

education. A Senate inquiry is essentially a themed

series of debates during which Senators are

encouraged to speak to a given issue in the Chamber.

It is not as formal as study in a sub-committee, but

gives an opportunity for a wide group of Senators to

speak to a particular issue.

Prince Edward Island Senator Elizabeth Hubley

contributed a speech in the Inquiry, and the

Federation has since begun working closely with

Hubley and her Executive Assistant Allan Rankin.

During the first week of March, Hubley travelled to

the State of Georgia to conduct research on their

system of post-secondary education grants, HOPE

(Helping Outstanding Pupils Educationaliy). This

summer, Hubley and a smaIi group of Senators wili

travel to Ireland with the goal of investigating the

funding structures for post-secondary education, as

well as the policies and processes that brought about

the elimination of tuition fees.

Federation representatives have also met with

Senators Catherine Calibeck, Terry Mercer, Wilfred

Moore, and Donald Oliver to provide research

and policy proposais. Additional meetings wili

be scheduled before the Chamber breaks for the

summer.

The Canada Education Savings Act

In the 2004 federal budget, the federal government

introduced Bill C-5, which contained the Learning

Bonds program. Under the Program, the federal

government will deposit a $500 bond into a

Registered Education Savings Plan account for

each child born into a iow-income family. For

every subsequent year that a family quaiifies for

the National Child Benefit, $100 is added to the

account. As previously reported, the learning bond is

unlikely to have any positive effect on access in the

current climate of increasing tuition fees and student

debt. The program Was also unanimously denounced

by anti-poverty organisations as a superficial

gimmick not likeiy to address financial barriers for

low-income families.

In fall 2004, the federai government introduced the

Canada Education Savings Act to enact the Learning

Bond. On December 9, the Federation appeared

before the Senate Committee on Banking Trade

and Commerce and offered research and analysis

on the Learning Bond. The Federation argued that

the program is a misguided attempt to impose

an upper-middle class philosophy of "personal

investment" onto families who have more immediate

survival concerns than long-term savings. The true

beneficiaries of the program were made clear when

the Committee heard from investment brokers and

other profiteers who supported the Learning Bonds

as a means of expanding their industry. In addition

to the Federation's concerns, the Committee also

heard from the Canadian Association of University

Teachers who supported the Federation's view that

the Learning Bond will be of little benefit in the face

of increasing tuition fees caused by federal under

funding.

Bili C-5 was ultimately supported by the Committee

and passed into law on March 23, 2005.
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Meeting with Associate Deputy Minister of
Human Resources and Skills Development

On November 25, 2004, Federation representatives
met with Maryantonett Flumian, the Associate
Deputy Ministerof Human Resources and Skills
Development (HRSD) and Robert Sauder, a senior
policy analyst for the HRSD Learning Policy
Directorate. The meeting was scheduled as part
of a fall 2004 lobbying effort coordinated by the
Canadian Consortium for Research.

Representatives briefed Flumian on the
Consortium's submission to the 2004 pre-budget
hearings, emphasizing the role of HRSD to support
studentsthrough studentfinancial assistance.
Flumian was particularly interested to hear
about the Federation's proposals for a dedicated
transfer payment for post-secondary education.
She indicated that the idea had been circulating
at the senior levels within government, but prior
to this meeting she had not heard directly from
proponents of the idea. Representatives explained
the faults of a block transfer payment and followed
up by forwarding Flumian's office a copyof the
Federation's 2004 submission to the Standing
Committee on Finance.

Meeting with Federal New Democratic Party
Leader Jack layton

On February 3, the Federation met with
New Democratic Party Leader Jack Layton.
Representatives outlined the Federation's priority
campaigns on tuition fees and a dedicatedtransfer
payment for post-secondary education. Layton was
provided with the Federation's Research Digest and
2004 submission 'to the StandingCommittee on
Finance.

Layton was very responsive to the Federation's
priorities and pledged that the New Democratic
Party intends to run on the same platform for post
secondary education issues that earned an "A"
in the Federation's report card on party platforms
issued during the 2004 federal election. Layton

also requested any polling data that the Federation
had compiled on post-secondary education.

Representatives encouraged Layton to continue his
party's criticisms of the Millennium Scholarship
Foundation and briefed Layton on the untendered
contractsflowing to former Foundation employees
and the potential "no-bid" contract issued to the
Educational Policy Institute. Layton expressed
a willingness to ask a question in the House of
Commons on the subject.

Meeting with Deputy Minister of Human
Resources and Skills Development

On March 22, the Federation met with Deputy
Minister of Human Resources and Skills
Development (HRSD) Alan Nymark. Organised
as part of a Canadian Consortium for Research
iobbystrategy, Federation representatives used
the opportunity to discuss the need for increased
federal funding through transfer payments to the
provinces. Nymark was also queried about the
Department's discussions of a dedicated transfer
payment for post-secondary education. Nymark
indicated that it hadbecome an increasingly
frequent topic of discussion, but he was unwilling
to provide anydetails. He asked if the Federation
had a position on transfer payments based on a per
student funding model, and if students would be
supportive of a speciai funding transfer that would
fund, for example, 10 percentof operating costs.
Federation representatives indicated that they
would need more information before determining
the benefit of such a funding model.

Nymark was asked if he had anyspecificopinions
on the recommendations contained within the
final Rae Review report. He indicated that the
department was still. in the process of studying
the implicationsof many of the recommendations,
but hedid call the report "interesting" and spoke
reverently of its author.
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Dedicated Transfer Payment for Post
Secondary Education

Since the 1996 creation of a block transfer

payment-the Canada Health and Social Transfer

the Federation has campaigned to separate

post-secondary education funding from other

social services funding transferred by the federal

government to the provinces. Two years ago when

the Social Caucus of the Liberal Party of Canada

convened a meeting of education stakeholders to

discuss a new framework for transfer payments, the

Federation presented a case for a dedicated transfer

payment for post-secondary education. Since that

time, severai other groups in the post-secondary

education sector have begun to consider the

improved transparency and accountability that

would be made possibie through a distinct transfer

payment. in the 2003 federal budget, heaith

funding was withdrawn from the CHST, resulting

in the creation of two transfers: the Canada Health

Transfer and the Canada Social Transfer (CST). The

CST is composed of the remaining social program

funding of which post-secondary education funding

accounts for approximately forty percent. The

Federation's campaign for a new transfer payment

was bolstered when Prime Minister Paul Martin

promised to separate post-secondary education

funding into a distinct transfer when responding to a

student's question during the 2004 federal election

campaign.

in January, the Federation was invited to

testify before the Government Caucus on Post

Secondary Education and Research in Fredericton.

Unfortunateiy, the meeting was canceiled due to

inclement weather, but the Federation's speaking

notes were later circulated to the Caucus members.

In February, Federation representatives met with

the Caucus Chair, Member of Parliament Mike

Savage(Lib., Dartmouth-Cole Harbour), to

discuss the separation of post-secondary education

funding from the Canada Social Transfer. Later

in spring 2005, Savageargued for a "Canada

Education Transfer" in the House of Commons. The

Federation's collaboration with Savagewas also key

Campaigns and Government Relations

in convincing the Liberal Party of Canada to create

policy on an education transfer at the March 2005

Convention. Two weeks after the Liberal Convention,

the Conservatives followed suit by passing a similar

motion at their policy convention.

In addition to the momentum created at the federal

ievel, the Federation's provincial campaign strategy

is also paying off. Last year in Newfoundland and

Labrador, where the Federation unites one hundred

percent of public post-secondary education students,

Premier Danny Williams and Minister of Education

John Ottenhiemer signed the Federation's petition

calling on the federal government to create a

dedicated transfer

payment. In Manitoba, where the Federation also

unites one hundred percent of university students,

the provincial government called for a dedicated

transfer payment for post-secondary education in

its 2005 budget: "Manitoba would recommend that

the CST be split into separate transfers in respect of

PSE [sic] and social services as a more effective and

transparent way of targeting federal funding".

Now that there is widespread support for a federal

dedicated transfer payment for post-secondary

education, the Federation must work at the federal

and provincial level to ensure that a new transfer

includes funding to reduce tuition fees. That the

proposed 2005 federal budget was amended to
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include targeted funding for reducingfeeswas
a victory for the campaign to increase federai
involvement in financiaily supportingtuition fee
reductions through core funding.

"Measuring Quality": ARoundtable on
Quality Assessment of Post:Secondary
Education

On December 7,2004, the Canada Polley Research
Networks (CPRNl held a roundtable on quality of
post-secondary education in Ottawa, which the
Federation attended.

The discussion was led by Alex Usher (Educational
Policy Institute) and Ross Finnie (Faculty, Queen's
University). Finnie and Usher presented a paper
offering international models for measuring
the performance of post-secondary education
institutions.

The research projectwas presented in response
to an emerging demand by manyprovincial
governments for accountabilityand transparency
at universities and colleges. However, the authors
were critical of the prevailing trend in Ontario and
Alberta toward keyperformance indicators (KPI). In
both provinces, KPls generaliy measure transitory
labour market outcomes and other market driven
criteria overwhich colleges and universities have
little control. Although Usher and Finniecautioned
againstsuch a model, they did make the case for
external reviews of public institutions based on
certain performance criteria. Theyargued that
internai reviews lack credibility and transparency,
and instead suggested a middle ground between
existingCanadian modeis and the European system
in which quality and performance are measured by
non-governmental organisations staffed by officials
familiar with the post-secondary education system.

The model Usher and Finnie favour is also the
model that Bob Rae recommended in his report.
In his report Rae aiso called for a portion of any
newfunding to be allocated on the basis of merit
and performance. Such a model would favour
a universitywhere a substantial endowment

and existing research funding would givethem
an advantage over smalier universities. Larger
institutions like the University of Toronto and the
University of Western Ontario could tailor their
pianningto anyquality measure. Rather than
enhancing quality for ali students, the Rae/Usher!
Finnie model exacerbates tha already large divide·
between have and have not universities.

2005 Federal BUdget

Federation Lobbying Efforts

After submittinga written brief and presenting
to the House of Commons Standing Committee
on Finance, Federation representatives attended
a pre-budget consultation with Finance Minister
Ralph Goodaie on December 16. The Federation
presented on federal funding andthe failure
of federal programs to improve access to post
secondary education and reduce studentdebt.
Goodaie asked severai pointed questions about
the staggering figures describing studentdebt,
and requested that the Federation representatives
foliow up with his staff. The Minister's office was
subsequentiy provided with research on the growth
of studentdebt in Canada.

The 2005 federal budget was introduced on
February 23, 2005. As in previous years, the
Federation was invited to send representatives
to the secured reading of the federal budget in
advance of its tabling in the House of Commons.
The budget was Paul Martin'sfirst since promising
on national television that hewould create a $7
to $8 billion dedicated transferpayment to the
provinces for post-secondary education. In spite of
election campaign promises and growing popuiar
supportfor increased investment in post-secondary
education, the budget ali but ignored the needs of
university and college students. The 2005 federal
budget oniy provided minimal support in two areas
of note: the Aboriginal Post-Secondary Education
Program, and indirect costs of research.
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An additional $10-million of funding was added to

the $12-million Aboriginal Post-Secondary Education
Program endowment created in the 2003 federal

budget.The Program's scholarships are administered
by the National Aboriginal Achievement Foundation,
a private charity.

before the program was introduced. Consequently,
more money for the indirect costsof research does

not serve as an adequate SUbstitute for increased
transfer payments. Even with the increase in funding
for the indirect cost of research, only 40 percent of

the actual cost is being covered.

Budget Amendments

After the release of the budget a summarywas
distributed over the national listserv to aid members
responding to local media cails. Subsequently, a
more detailed Membership Advisory was produced
and distributed. The Advisory details what was and
was not included in the budget.

While negotiations were still underway, Martin stated
in an interview with the Vancouver Sun that tuition
fees were not explicitly among the amendments

to the budget. In contrast, the NDP stated that
there was agreement that tuition fee reductions

would be included but acknowledged that a final
agreement was pending. In addition to an aggressive
media campaign, the Federation lobbied the New

Democratic Party and the Liberal Party of Canada
to ensure that the amended budgetwould contain

funding for tuition fee reductions.

On May4, the Liberals and NDP completed their
negotiationsand released the finalised agreement.

'"On April 27, it was announced
,fthat the Liberals and the New

8Th, ;Democratic Party had come to
fidget Plan ;'an agreement on supporting an

•

OOS Jamended budget. The amendments

iinclude delayingcorporate tax cuts
ithat had been presented in the 2005

/federal budget in favour of increased
~~O/ /spending in a number of areas,
MI:lo;;""""""'''*'~-~'.. ,",,", 'including up to $1.5 billion in transfers

'to the provinces to reduce tuition fees.
!The Federation applauded the agreement

Jas a welcomed return of the federal

"government to post-secondary education
'poltcy-makl ng.

The Federation continues to lobby the federal
government to meet its treaty obilgationsand
provide more direct andsustainable funding

to ensure universal access to post-secondary
education for Aboriginai peoples. To date there
has been no evidence to suggest that sporadic
funding of Aboriginal student financial
assistance is effective at improving
the participation of Aboriginal
peoples. Under the Post-Secondary
Student Support Program (PSSSP),
the federai government gives
funding to First Nation bands
that disbursethe funds to aid
with tuition fees and other costs
of post-secondary education
participation. Annual funding for
the PSSSP has not kept pace
with increases in tuition fees
and the growth of the aduit
Aboriginal population. Despite
a 21 percent increase in the
Aboriginal population 18 years or older

since 1994, the number of PSSSP recipients only
increased by 2.4 percent over the same period.

Thefederal budgetalso provided an additional $15
miilion for the indirect costs of research program
introduced in 2003. The program's budgetwill

increase from $245 miilion to $260 million in
2005-2006. Cuts during the 1990s greatly reduced

individual institutions' ability to properlysupport
the infrastructure costs associated with conducting

research. These costs, such as research support staff
and electricity, area direct result of work undertaken
on projects funded by the federal granting councils.

Unfortunately, there is no evidence to suggest that

the relief provided by this program has reduced the
so-called "need" for higher tuition fees asa source

of revenue, as some university presidents suggested
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Post-secondary education was addressed in the
following way:

$1.5 billion in totai for measures in two areas:
to enhance access to post-secondary education,
particulariyaimedat assistingstudents

. through tuition reduction or other measures as
appropriate; as wefi as money to support training
programs, with noobligation for provincial
matchingfunds. Both measures wiil include
Aboriginal Canadians.

This agreement is significant in that it recognises
that, as the Federation has longasserted, the
federal government has a role to play in tuition fee
policy. It is a considerable step toward the creation
of a dedicated transferpayment for post-secondary
education and research and a Post-Secondary
Education Act that setsout national guidelines for
accessibility and quaiity.

Almostas soon as it waselear that funding for
lower tuition feeswouid be part of the agreement,
noted proponents of higherfees and higherdebt,
such as Alex Usher and Ross Finnie, denounced
the amendments. Usher was particuiarly aggressive
in his criticism: shortlyafter the announcement,
He issued a newsletter, falsely claiming that the
amendments were a boon to rich students and that
low-income students wouid be worse off asa resuit
of lower fees. Usher's response was based on series
of faisehoods he regularly repeats in his campaign
for higherfees. In particular, his ciaim that low
income students would be worse off is simply
untrue, Heclaimsthat in a province with ioan
remission (such asOntario), high need students
would be no fartherahead because borrowing
above $6500 peryear is forgiven. Usher's clever
but falseclaim that the student are actuallyworse
off is based. on the fact that they would lose $500
worth of tuition fee tax credit by virtue of the fee
reduction. What he consciously ignores is the fact
that many students borrowing at that maximum
have unmetneed - that is to say, what they receive
in studentfinancial assistance is not enough to live
on and pay tuition fees. A student borrowing the
maximum in Ontario is left with $4400 to liveon
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$106.35
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$100

$80
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$40

for 8 months. Taking the budget amendments into
consideration, that same student would pay $500
iess in fees and have $500 more to cover living
expenses.

Moreover, Usher ignores students borrowing $6,000
per year who arenot eligible for loan remission.
These students would borrow $500 less than before
the fee reduction, and therefore, theywould each
save nearly $200 in interestovera standard 10
year repayment scheduIe.

in addition to the Ontario example, the Federation
also pointed out that the minor probiems caused
by anyfee reduction could be solved bysmall
changes to provincial student financial assistance
systems. Although Usher's position was posted
widely on the Internet, the Federation responded,
refuting Usher's claims on various biogs and other
venues. The Federation aiso posted its analysis of
the tuition fee reductions on the nationai web site
and distributed it to education reporters. Despite
the effortsof Usher and other cynical pundits,
the funding for post-secondary education and the
reduction in tuition feesremain popuiar elements of
the amended budget bili.
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2005 Alternative Federal Budget

Since 1996, the Federation has been an active

participant in the Alternative Federal Budget (AFB)

project. First released in 1994, the Budget was

developed by CHOICES, a social justice coalition

based in Winnipeg, and the Canadian Centre"

for Policy Alternatives. The budget document

addresses priorities such as: debt reduction

through a progressive taxation system, rebuilding of

Canada's social safety net and national standards,

environmental protection, and fuli employment.

This year's AFB was entitled "It's Time"-a reference

to the federai government's perpetual reluctance to

use massive budget surpluses to finance programs

that reduce social inequities. The Federation

was the primary author of the chapter on post

secondary education, which emphasised eliminating

ineffective expenditures by scrapping the Millennium

Scholarship Foundation and various education tax

credit programs in order to fund a national system

of grants. The education chapter also proposed the

creation of a dedicated federal transfer payment

to the provinces for post-secondary education and

research, and increased the amount of money

transferred for post-secondary education by $4.3

billion over three years.

The 2005 Alternative Federal Budget was launched

to national media on February 17 at the National

PressGallery. The report can be downloaded from

www.poiicyalternatives.ca.

International Students
The Federation holds the only student seat on the

Advisory Committee on International Students and

Immigration (ACISI). ACISI meets twice yearly

and provides Citizenship and immigration Canada

(CIC) with recommendations on policy pertaining to

international students. Participation on the Advisory

Committee allows the Federation to ensure that the

student perspective is considered when regulations

pertaining to international education are being

discussed. Additionally, membership on ACISI helps

Campaigns and Government Relations

the Federation to be kept abreast of developments

in federal immigration policy, regulations, and

programmes, and it further strengthens the voice of

the Federation when lobbying the federal government

on immigration issues that affect international

students.

At the most recent meeting on April 21 in

ottawa, much of the discussion focussed on the

announcement, made just three days earlier, that the

federal government was expanding two pilot projects

currently underway in selected provinces. The first

will allow international students at public and

private degree-granting post-secondary institutions

to work off-campus. The second extends the period

that university and college graduates can work, in

a position related to their field, from one to two

years. Students who qualify for the new initiatives

still require a work permit, but they wiil be able

to apply for one without having to obtain a labour

market opinion from Human Resources and Skills

Development Canada.

The off-campus work initiative is currently operating

in Manitoba, Quebec, and New Brunswick and will

expand to other provinces as bilateral agreements

are reached, The two-year post-graduation work term

initiative has come into effect across the country but

excludes students in the Metropolitan Community of

Montreal, the GreaterToronto Area and the Greater

Vancouver Regional District.

Many members of the committee, including the

Federation, expressed support for the end of the

prohibition on international students working

off-campus. The Federation pointed out that

international students would benefit significantly

from the ability to work off-campus but warned that

the ability of internationai students to earn a wage

should not be used as justification for further tuition

fee increases. The most vocal criticisms came from

representatives of private institutions, as the vast

majority of them are not included in the initiative.

The CIC representatives defended the exclusion,

citing the fact that the federal government has very

little sense of what quality of education is offered by

for-profit enterprises. The regulation or accreditation
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process for private institutionsvaries wideiyfrom
province to province, making anycomparisons
between jurisdictions meaningiess. in response,
some members of the committee have endeavoured
to createa list of "bona fide" institutions. However,
it was reported that inciuding private institutions
hasproven to be an extremely cumbersome
exercise. CIC representatives noted that, until such
time that sufficient standardisation is achieved,
only degree-granting private institutions will be
included in the poiicy.

With respect to the extension of the post-graduation
work term, therewas general consensus and
concern that by excluding Montreal, Toronto,
andVancouver, the government was excluding
the majorityof international students. CIC
representatives pointed out that, although students
in thosecities would not be automatically granted
a two-year work visa after graduation, theywouid
still be eligible to appiyfor extensions to their
visas, as was the case prior to the new initiative.
They also stated that the intention was to
encourage international students to study in other
communities with the hope that they would settle
in thoseareas and encourage future immigration.
Some committee members questioned this excuse,
given the practice of attemptingto screen out
applicants who appear to be using the studentvisa
as a backdoorto ultimateiy immigratingto Canada.

Thecommittee also heard a distressing presentation
from representatives of the Australian government
whoviewed post-secondary education, not asa
public service but rather as an "export industry".
Alongwith treating post-secondary education as a
commodity, the Australian model has also offloaded
a greatdeai of the costand much of the monitoring
of the studentvisa program ontothe institutions,
which in turn, pass the costs ontostudents
throughhighertuition fees. The Federation and the
Canadian Association of University Teachers (CAUT)
expressed concern that that the Austral ian model
was being proposed bythe CIC as a model that
Canada should striveto emulate.

Conversely, many of the committee members,
namely private institution representatives and the
Canadian International Development Agency staff,
encouraged the development of the education
"industry" nationally and proposed increasing
efforts to "market" Canadian education as a way of
further supporting the. profiteers and subsidising the
public education system through high tuition fees.

Another troubling portion of the Australian model
was aiso supported by many of the CIC personnel.
The Australian process for evaluating applicants for
student visas uses an overly simpiistic, four-point
scaleto judge applicants on a number of criteria,
with a strong emphasis on countryof origin and
course of study. Responses are rated to determine
the level of investigation that is to be undertaken
into anapplicant's personal life. Theexample given
was that a student from the Middle East, applying
for chemistry would "obviously" raise concerns for
the visa officers.

The Federation opposed any policy that would
determine a student's eligibility based on race or
countryof origin. However, other members of the
committee argued that it would streamline the
current application process in Canada and improve
service for "desirable" students.

The Federation and the CAUT are drafting a letter
to the CIC expressing concerns with the Australian
model, and the serious problems with treating
public education as a commodity to be marketed
and exported rather than asa service that is
publicly-funded and universally accessible.

Renewal of the Copyright Act

Government Relations Activities

In spring 2004, the Standing Committee on
Heritage released a series of recommendations in
the "Suite Report" on the updates required to the
Copyright Act to respond to the new role of digitai
technology and its impact on copyrighted works. The
recornrnendatlons in the Suite Report significantly
favoured the interests of major recording, publishing,
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and movie industries who are anxious about the

decline in profitsasa result of advances in computers
and othercommunications technoiogies. Such

recommendations would prohibit and even criminalise
many of the activitiesstudents, teachers, and
researchers have become accustomed to participating
in when accessing the most up-to-data research, or
to reduce paper use and costs associated with paper
copies.

Since the release of the Bulte Report, the
Federation and coalition partners in the education
sector have been making efforts to ensure that
legislative amendments will take the needs of
students, librarians, facuity members, teachers,
and administrators into consideration. In particuiar
the Federation has supported copyright legislation
that balances the needs of both users andowners
of copyrlghted works and is, thus, reflective of the
original intent of the Copyright Act.

The Federation has written ietters to the Chairs
of the Industry and Heritage Committees (the two
committees responsible for drafting amendments to
the Copyright Act) outlining the dangers of favouring
the position of the movie and recording industry
over the publlc's right to have access to material for
educational purposes. Federation representatives
have met with federal Heritage Committee member
Beth Phinney (Lib, Hamilton Mountain), Post
Secondary Education Caucus Chair MikeSavage (Lib.
Dartmouth-Cole Harbour), and Brad Trost (Can.
Saskatoon-Humbolt) to urge them to consider the
needs of students for fair access to materials on the
Internet. In addition, a template letter was produced
for member locals to send to their respective

Members of Parliament.

"Sound Bytes/Sound Rights: Canada at the,
Crossroads of Copyright Law" Conference

On February 11, 2005, Federation representatives

attendeda one-day academic conference, entitled
"Sound Bytes/Sound Rights: Canada at the

Crossroads of Copyright Law," on the Future of
Copyright Law in Canada. The conference was hosted

Campaigns and Government Relations
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by the student-run Technology and Intellectual

Property Group of the Universityof Toronto.

Speakers included representatives from the recording

industry and intellectual property lawyers, as well as

Michael Geist, Canada Research Chair of Internet

and E-commerce Law at the University of ottawa and

Toronto Star columnist: Sarmite Bulte, Chair of the

2004 Heritage Committee; and Graham Henderson,

President of the Canadian Recording Industry

Association.

The intent of the conference was to bring

together musicians, representatives from the

recording industry, librarians, educators, software

programmers, and writers to discussthe current

challenges of copyright in the digital environment.

Because a large segment of the audience included

well-known industry lobbyists, the discussion

became heated at times. Paralleis were drawn from

the music and scholariy pubiishing industries. The

copyrighted work of musicians and researchers is

primarily owned by the recording and publishing

industries and is used to generate profit for

corporations. This relationship results in higher costs

for users with little benefit for the musicians and

researchers who created the original work.

Foractivists seeking copyright reforms to improve

access to creativeand scholarly works, the

conference provided an importantopportunity to
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connect and explore legal issues from different
perspectives.

Copyright Users Forum

On February 21, Federation representatives
attended a meetingof the CopyrightUsers Forum,
which is a coalition of national organisations
interested in the effect of copyright renewal on
education. Representatives include the Association
of Universities and Colleges of Canada, Council
of Ministersof Education, Canada, Canadian
Association of UniversityTeachers, and the
Canadian Library Association. Some members
of the Forum are merelyseeking legislative
amendments ("educationai exceptions") that
would grant universities and colleges exemptions
from new legislative restrictions but potentially
criminallse the average Canadian user. After the
March 24 announcement by Emerson and Frulia,
some members of the Copyright Users Forum were
upset that therewasno indication that legislation
being draftedwould include such an exception.

While the Federation agrees with members of
the Copyright Forum in opposing legislation
that supports Internet licensingand computer
surveillance, the Federation has argued, along
with its coalition partners, that extendingthe
existing "fair dealing" clause which already ailows
educational institutions to reproduce copyrighted
materials for educational purposes is preferable.
The Federation will continue to share resources with
members of the Forum as legislation is drafted.

Campaign Materials

At the general meetingof the National Graduate
Caucus in February 2005, it was resolved to
develop campaign materials to address the.
issue of copyright reform. The objectives of the
campaign areto educate members about the
current amendments and to encourage localsto
lobbyMembers of Parliament to ensure a balanced
copyright act. Postcards have been designed to be
distributed shortly to member locals.

On March·24, Ministerof Industry Oavid Emerson
and Minister of Canadian Heritage Liza Frulla
released a statement announcing that legislation
would be draftedto amend the Copyright Act.
Theyannounced their intention to deveiop
legislation that recognises the needs of users,
stating: "A balanced copyright framework will
help to support the useof the Internet to foster
innovation and learning, while establishing stable
and predictable marketplace rules". This statement
indicates a positive move towards more balanced
copyright legislation. The increased recognition of
educational use and the rights of copyright users
in the recent Ministerial announcements indicate
the Federation's campaign is being heard; however,
there is still a need to ensure strong language
protects fair access to the Internet for Canadians.

Support for Whistleblowers
The Federation's whistleblowers campaign
celebrates those researchers who defend academic
freedom by exposing corporate interference in
research and otherforms of research misconduct.
Various initiatives by the federal government,
such as the Canadian Foundation for Innovation
and the Canada Research Chairs program, have
opened the door to increased private funding of
university research. Growing commercialisation
in universities is beingmet with increasing
conflicts aboutthe ownership and dissemination of
research, which frequently infringe on the public
interest. The Federation has produced posters
that identify the negative effects of public-private
partnerships on university research and developed
a fact sheet detailingthe importance of protecting
academic freedom. in February 2004, the
Federation iaunched a website, www.cfs-fcee.cal
whistleblowers, containing information on publlc
private partnerships in research and encouraging
students to report infringements on academic
freedom and research misconduct.

In summer 2004, a former University of Toronto
graduate student, Christopher Radziminski,
contacted the Federation seeking support
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in publicisingvarious allegations of research
misconduct by his supervisors. Radzimlnskl
compieted a Master's of Applied Science(Civil
Engineering) at the University of Toronto in 2000.
His research focussed on testing a chemical
alternative to chlorine for disinfecting drinking water.
Following the pubiicatlon of his thesis, Radziminski
discovered two journal articles published under
his authorship (without his knowledge or consent)
containing substantial passages from his thesis, with
results skewed in favour of the disinfectant under
study.

He Initiated litigation on the grounds of research
misconduct against his supervisors who have
financial connections to the manufacturers of the
disinfectant. In fall 2004, the Universityof Toronto
settled out of court with Radzlminski on allegations
of copyright violation.

In January, the Federation retained legal counsel to
support Radzlmlnski's efforts to expose his case. The
Federation is currently supportingRadziminski in
seeking retractions from both journal publishers and
in requesting a full investigation from the University
Into the role his supervisors played in publishing his
research.

Currently, there is no legislation in Canada that
protects whistleblowers when they expose university
research misconduct. Such legislation does exist In
many othercountries, including the United States.

The February National Graduate Caucus general
meeting resolved that member locals be encouraged
to hoid workshops on academic freedom. Members
also resolved to develop language for federal
and provincial legislation to protect academic
whlstieblowers. Whlstleblower legislation from
different countries Is currently being compiled to
provide an initial overview of existing laws.

Campaigns and Goverriment Relations

Privatisation, Trade
Liberalisation and International
Trends

Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (DECO)

The Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (DECO) is comprised of the world's
30 richest nations. The DECO develops economic
and social policy on behalf of member nations
and monitors global economic trends. The DECO
generally analyses social and economicpolicy from a
fiscally conservative perspective.

In recent years, the DECO has taken a more direct
role in analysing post-secondary education polley. To
this end, it created the Institute for the Management
of Higher Education (IMHE). IMHE membership
is open to universities, national departments of
education, and non-governmental organisations;
however, the vast majorityof members are university
administrations from Canada, the United States, and
Europe. Underthe auspices of the IMHE, the DECO
has organised a series of conferences and seminars
on university governance, freetrade in education.
and student financial assistance. The focus of the
IMHE Is the reform of highereducation governance
and financing.

It has become clear that "reform" is an DECO
euphemism for Increased individual investment
(higher fees), flexible repayment (incomecontingent
student loan repayment schemes), and a greater role
for the private sector in research and governance
(commercialisation). Since the inception of the
IMHE the Federation has been vocal critic of the
DECD/IMHE agenda. Despite their clear bias, many
memberorganisations have a grudging respect
for the Federation's research and as a result the
Federation has been invited to speak at almost all
IMHE events.

At the most recent IMHE policy conference, the
Federation presented a paperentitled The Role
of Finances in Access andAchievement. The
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paperoutlined the negative effect that high fees
have on access to post-secondary education and
examined the detrimental effect that steep in
study tuition fee increases have on low-income and
other underrepresented students. As with other
OECD meetings, the paper was not well received
by American and British administrators, but the
arguments were welcomed by delegates from
countries such as Ireland, Sweden, and Finland,
who have resisted the DECO call for "reform" in
higher education. In addition to presenting the
paper, the Federation's research is currently under
review for publication in the OECD's journal on
higher education.

General Meeting of the Canada Commission
to the United Nations Education, Cultural,
and Scientific Organization

The Canada Commission to the United Nations
Education, CUltural, and Scientific Organization
(UNESCO) held its annual general meeting
in Toronto from March 10 to 12, 2005. The
Federation atlended both the sectoral meetings and
the plenary sessions.

Although UNESCO's original mandate was to
"promoteeducational and civic values", the
organisation has recently embraced a role for the
privatasector in the provision of education. At the
last Worid Forum on Higher Education in 1998,
UNESCO assumed the role of bridging the gap
between national governments and the World Trade
Organization (WTO) on education issues. This
trend is particularlytroubling because UNESCO's
primary policy influence is in the developing world.
The Federation voiced opposition to the trend and
argued that Canada should bean advocate for the
universal provision of education.

In the past, Canada has been a strongproponent
of public sector solutions for education in the
developing world. However, as the United States
has increased its role in UNESCO, Canada has
backed away from public education and followed
the lead of the United States. The U.S. has made
the case that the onlyremainingrole for UNESCO

is to facilitate the ascendancy of the WTO and
the World Bank in the provision of education.
While some delegates, including Federation
representatives, expressed concern about the
abrasive styleof the U.S. role in UNESCO, there
wasno substantive opposition to the change in
focus. Regrettably, the Canada Commission to
UNESCO will continue to support this "reformed"
role.

International Covenant on Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights

In fall 2004, the Federation received an Invitation
from Heritage Canada to review the Government
of Canada's Fourth Report on the implementation
of the United Nations International Covenant on
Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (lCESCR).
The Covenant, to which Canada acceded in 1976,
contains a commitment to progressively introduce
free highereducation. Asa signatory, Canada is
obligee to submit reports onthe implementation of
the goals of the Covenant every fiveyears.

Of course, since 1976, tuition fees in Canada
have skyrocketed, and Canada has never been
farther away from the goal of free education. The
Federation's response to the Heritage Canada's
draft Fourth Report (1995-1999) Is particularly
critical of the way in which the federal government
attempts to dismiss the UN'scriticism of tuition
fees in Canada. Both the Third and Fourth Reports
allege that since tuition fees fall under provincial
jurisdiction, that the Government of Canada is
helpless. TheFederation's response cites the
Canada Health Act as one example of federal
provincial cooperation on the issue of user feesfor
social programs.

The letter also sharply criticised the misleading
way in which programs such asthe Millennium
Scholarship Foundation and Debt Reduction in
Repayment are portrayed in the Fourth Report.
By clarifying the record on such programs and
forwarding its response to the UN Committee
on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights,
the Federation may be successful in eliciting
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international criticism of the Government of Canada
on its poor record of ensuring its citizens have
universal access to post-secondary education.

Trade and Investment Research Project

The Trade and Investment Research Project (TIRP)
is a consortium of organisations that meet quarterly
to review international trade agreements and the
global literature devoted to analysing them. The
Project is currentiyoneof the world's keysources for
research critical of international trade agreements.
It has funded research focussing on the effect of
trade agreements in a range of sectors, including
healthcare, postal services, and primaryand
secondary education. These reports have prompted
a formal response from governments and the World
Trade Organization (WTO). The project operates
under the auspices of the Canadian Centre for Policy
Alternatives and is composed of approximately 25
members, including the Federation.

Monitoring and research conducted through
the Project is helping students' organisations,
environmental groups, and other social justice
organisations identify issues of concern much earlier
in the trade agreement negotiation process than has
been the case in the past. Direct involvement in
the Project provides the Federation with access to a
valuable resource for research, government relations
and campaign work.

On April 26, the Federation attendeda TIRP
meeting in Ottawa that reviewed recent international
trade meetings and those upcomingthroughout
the remainder of the year. Participants discussed
the pressure that Canada is under from the United
Statesto further integrate economies and security
infrastructures.

The meeting also heard from presenters on the
current state of the General Agreement on Trade
in Services, including education negotiations. The
Canadian Association of University Teachers reported
that representatives of the Canadian government had
verbally stated that Canada would not be makingany
commitmentson education in the upcominground of

GATS negotiations to take placeJuly 2005. However,
it was reported that there are severa I countries that
are pursuing trade in this area. Several developing
countries including Malaysia, Jamaica, and India
have offered access to their "education markets"

because of pressure from many wealthier countries,
such as Norway and Australia. Prime Minister Paul
Martin has been very vague about whether education
will be negotiable for Canada in upcoming rounds.
The meeting also discussed the effect of trade
agreements on health care, telecommunications, and
migrant workers.

On May 18, Canada issued a statement declaring
that it would not offer public education for trade
Iiberalisation in the upcominground of negotiations.
However, in 2002, the Federation obtained a legal
opinion from trade lawexperts that suggested that
current GATS language makes protecting public
education nearly impossible if Canada wereto agree
to trade liberalisation in the privatesector.

Post-Secondary Education
Coalition Work

National Professional Association Coalition
on Tuition Fees

The Federation is a founding member of the
National Professional Association Coalition on
Tuition Fees (NPACT). The Coalition was formed
in response to the deregulation of professional,
graduate, and second-entry programs in Ontario
in 1998. TheCoalition generally meets four times
to discuss trends in tuition fees and strategies
to improve access to professional programs.
Most majornational organisations representing
professionals aremembers of the Coalition,
including the Canadian Medical Association
(Secretariat), the Canadian Dental Association, the
Canadian Pharmacists Association, the Canadian
Sar Association, the Canadian Veterinary Medical
Association, the Canadian Nurses Association, the
Canadian Physiotherapy Association, and the Royal
Architectural Institute of Canada.
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Campaigns and Government Relations

NPACT met on February 2 in Ottawa at the
Canadian Medicai Association's headquarters. The
discussion was dominated by speculation about
Bob Rae's review of Ontario's system of post
secondary education, and manyCoalition members
wereeager to hear the Federation's perspective. The
Federation's discussion paper wascirculated and
Federation representatives articulated whystudents
had little to lookforward to when the report
wasreleased. Coalition members representing
professional associations indicated that their
membership has been growing increasingiy weary
of tuition fee increases andthey directed NPACT
spokesperson Dr. Bill Easton to caution against
higher tuition fees in media interviews followingthe
reiease of Rae's report.

Public Education Network

The Public Education Network (PEN) is composed
of the Canadian Association of University Teachers
(CAUn, the Canadian Labour Congress, Quebec
labourand teachers' groups, la Federation
etudiante universitaire du Quebec, and the
Canadian Teachers' Federation and the Federation.
The Network provides the Federation with a forum
to exchange research andorganising updates
with partners in the education sectoras well as
strengthen coalitions in the iabourmovement.

The Network met on February 11 in Montreal and
April 8 in Ottawa. Both meetings discussed the
cuts to the Quebec grant system that triggered the
province-wide studentstrike. Network members
discussed the national implications of the situation
and considered various strategies for supporting the

. striking students.

The meetings aiso provided an opportunity for
member associations to share research and
analysis of the Generai Agreement on Trade in
Services (GATS). It was reported by the Canadian
Association of University Teachers that, in spite of
the fact that the Canadian government has stated
verbaily that education would not be considered
duringupcoming negotiations, there is stiil reason
to be concerned about the future of negotiations.

Increasingiy, the Canadian government is being
pressured to open discussion on education
through the Free Trade area of the Americas. The
Network agreed to continue monitoring the stateof
negotiations and work together to further develop
and implementa common iobbystrategy. It was
also decided that the Network would seek meetings
with the international trade critics from each of the
opposition parties.

The Aprii meeting provided member associations
the opportunity to discuss analyses of the federai
budgetand the state of the minority government.
Other members of the Network shared the
Federation's frustration with the absence of any
substantial investments in education in the 2005
budget. Member organisations alsoagreed that an
early summer election Was likely. Consequentiy,
the Network discussed the challenges of mobiiising
during the summer andagreed that coordinated
efforts, such as letterwriting and an all-party
leaders' forum, would strengthen the individual
campaigns of each member organisation. Network
members resolved to request an invitation to
present to the nextCouncil of Ministers of
Education, Canada meetingto increase provinciai
pressure on the federal government to augment
funding for post-secondary education.

The next regular meeting of the Network is
scheduied for June 23. However, in preparation for
a likely federal election campaign, the Federation
will maintain regular contact with Network member
organisations in order to coordinate campaign
efforts.

Public Opinion polling

In March 2001, the Federation joined the National
Opinion Coalition coordinated by Vector Research.
The Coalition is a co-operative polling group
that conducts four polis per year, Each partner
is allotted several questions per poll of specific
interestand members then agree upon a broader
set of public policy questions of interest to ali
participating organisations. There areseveral
standing questions each poll poses about voting
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preference and the standing of each of the major

federal parties. In addition, members are kept

abreast of public policy developments and the

results of other major national and international

polls.

The two most recent polls focused on former

Ontario Premier 80b Rae's review of post

secondary education in Ontario. Though Rae's

recommendations are limited to Ontario, there has

been considerable national interest in his review.

University presidents in virtually every province

have spoken out in favour of the most regressive

elements of Rae's plan. In addition, one of Rae's

key recommendations Is for the federal government

to move to an income contingent student loan

repayment system.

For the February poll the Federation asked a series

of questions based on policy ideas flowing from

Rae's "consultation" process. Responses to the
Federation's survey questions about Rae and his

proposals were quite encouraging: a strong majority

of respondents were sceptical that Rae would

suggest proposals to make education more affordable

and over 80 percent of respondents agreed that the

McGuinty government should maintain the tuition

fee freeze. The poll also measured the popular

support for a policy of higher tuition fees offset by an

extended period of repayment (i.e. ICR). Less than

25 percent of respondents were in favour of such a

policy.

The most recent meeting on May 12 reviewed

results of the poll conducted in April 2005. This

poll tested public support for some of the specific

measures proposed by 80b Rae. Public response

to Rae's recommendations was unequivocal. While

over 80 percent of Canadians agree with providing

more public funding for post-secondary education,

less than 10 percent support his call for massive fee

hikes and only 20 percent supported his call for the

deregulation of tuition fees. In addition, close to 50

percent of respondents were willing to pay higher

taxes for lower tuition fees.
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Sol idarity Work
Federation members' lives continue past their campus gates

and no invisible wall keeps the activities of the world off

of our campuses, Childcare, workers' and tenants' rights,

trade, and electoral reform are among the many public

policy issues that affect students directly.

Members of the Federation have consistently chosen to

work on a variety of provincial, national and international

concerns. And, the Federation has been most successful

when combining efforts with other provincial, national and

international orga nisations,
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It has been a long-standing practice of the
Federation to work in coalition with othergroups
andorganisations on issues of interestand concern
to students. Thestrength In numbers that the
Federation realises by bringing together students
from across the country is strengthened when
members of otherorganisations also support the.
Federation's goals.

Post-Secondary Education
Coalition Work

Federation etudiante universitaire du Quebec

Founded in 1989 with the primary mandate of
defending the rights and interests of students,
the Federation etudiante universltaire du Quebec
(FIOUQ) is the largest student organisation in
Quebec. The FIOUQ has 19 member associations
with a combined membership of 145,000
undergraduate and graduate university students.

The Federation's relationship with the FIOUQ is
based on the Federation's founding principleswhich
outline the importance of co-operating "closelyand
effectively" with students in Quebec and that the
"right and desire of Quebec students to organise
their own structures must be recognised asa basis
for all such co-operation".

In 1992, the reiationship between the Federation
and FIOUQ was formalised when both were
accepted asmembers of the International Union
of Students and, in November 2003, the annual
general meeting of the Federation strengthened
the coalition by resolving to offer FIOUQ a standing
invitation to Federation general meetings aswell
asmeetings of the National Executive. It was also
resoived that, wherever possible, campaigns would
bejointly organised. Forthe past two years, FIOUQ
representatives have attended .Federation national
general meetings and Federation representatives
have been present at all FIOUQ general meetings.
The two national student organisations in Canada
have worked together in a number of ways: holding
joint press conferences, campaign events, and

cooperating to produce common news releases and
campaign materials.

Campaign to Oppose the $103 Million Cut
from Grants

The 2004 Quebec budget cut $103 million from
the province's studentgrants program which
resuited in a 62 percent increase in student debt.
In addition, students were concerned that the
shift from grants to loans was a prelude to the
deregulation of tuition fees for all QUebec students.
Currently, thereare no tuition fees for college
students in Quebec, and university tuition fees have
been frozen for 31 of the past36 years,

At the January and February general meetings of
the FIOUQ, the Federation participated in strategy
discussions with FEUQ members about a campaign
to reinstate the funding for the grants program. It
was resolved to undertake a Quebec-wide student
strike.

Strikevotes were held at students' unions' general
meetings across the province and bymid-March,
nearly 200,000 students were striking. On March
16 approximately 100,000 of them participated in
a mass rally in Montreal.

Throughout the strike, the Federation's supportwas
vital in disputing Premier Charest's claim that the
cuts in Quebec were justified because every other
province had highertuition fees and higherstudent
debt levels.

The National Executive approved a donation to the
FIOUQ strike fund, and on March 16, the Federation
purchased a full page advertisement in a Montreal
daily newspaper, Le Metro, expressing solidarity
with the Quebec studentmovement and asserting
that increasing QUebec's tuition feesto the nationai
average was unacceptable policy.

Bythe end of March, after weeks of campus
closures, studentshad rejected two offers from the
Charest government. The first was to implement
income-contingent student loan repayment schemes
instead of restoring cuts to grants. The second offer
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made by Charest provided some debt-forgiveness

upon timely completion.

On April 2, the government of Quebec offered to

reinvest $70 million worth of grants in fall 2005 and

the full $103 million for each of the four subsequent

years (2006-2009).

The source of the funds for the reinvestment is

somewhat cornplicated and stems from the fact that

the Government of Quebec has reserved the right

to opt-out of all federal student financial assistance

programs with fuli compensation. As a result,

approximately $100 million of the five year proposal

is Quebec's share of the low-income grant that

was announced in the 2004 federal budget. These

funds were already promised, without strings, to the

province, but had not previously been allocated for

spending on student financial assistance.

An additional $40 million of the five year proposal

is new funding from the Millennium Scholarship'

Foundation. It is part of the Foundation's new ad-hoc

low-income grant program that has not been made

available to the majority of other provinces. The fact

that the Foundation was so quick to offer this money

to rescue the Liberal Charest government is typical

of the crass political considerations that define the

Millennium Scholarship Foundation.

Not withstanding the source of the funds, students

in Quebec were successful in negotiating a complete

reestablishment of the grants program.

At the April general meeting, FEUQ resolved to

endorse the offer. Subsequently, votes were held on

everystriking campus across the province and the

offer was overwhelmingly accepted.

Canadian Consortium for
Research
The Federation is an active member of the Canadian

Consortium for Research (CCR). The Consortium

comprises 18 national organisations representing

researchers in specific disciplines, the three granting

councils, the Canadian Association for Graduate

Solidarity

Studies, the Association of Universities and

Colleges of Canada, and the Canadian Association

of University Teachers. The CCR meets to discuss

federal research policy issues and has submitted

briefs to the House of Commons Standing Committee

on Finance.

The Consortium has also organised a number of

lobby meetings throughout the year with Members

of Parliament and government officials whose

portfolios deal with university research. On April 4,

the Federation attended a lobby session with Alan

Nymark, Deputy Minister or Human Resources and

Skills Development to discuss federal funding and

indirect support for university research.

At its most recent meeting on April 20 the

Consortium discussed current issues in scholarly

publishing and Open Access initiatives in Canada.

In Canada, Open Access to scholarly material has

taken the form of institutional archives. At least

13 Canadian universities have begun to archive

articles published by their faculty members and

students in an institutional repository. The meeting

also discussed public initiatives in other countries

such as the United Kingdom and the United

States. Members of the Consortium agreed on

the importance of researching activities in other

countries and to encourage the development of

Open Access initiatives in Canada to facilitate

timeiy access to publicly-funded research among

researchers and scholars.

Canadian Centre for Policy
Alternatives
The Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives (CCPA)

is a non-partisan research institute that provides

political analysis on issues such as education, health

care, the economy and trade, and social programs in

Canada. The CCPA produces research reports, books,

opinion pieces, fact sheets and other publications,

including Missing Pieces, an annual report that

reviews equity, quality, public accountability, and

accessibility in post-secondary education in every

province. The Federation has had a seat on the
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Centre's national Board of Directors sinceJune
2004.

At the December board meeting, it was reported
that the CCPA's website, www.policyalternatives.
ca, had recently been re-launched with a new look
and structure. The Centre hasalsocompiledan
exhaustive archive of most of the organisation's
research on two CDs.

On May 25, the CePA will celebrate its 25th
anniversary with a one-day conference on Canada
U.S. relations followed by a fund-raising dinner
and reception. Federation representatives will
participate in the conference.

Women's Issues

World March of Women

TheWorld March of Women originated in 1995
to promote equality between women and men.
The Federation has participated in the Canadian
Committee of the World March of Women since
2000. The Canadian Women's March Coalition
2005 is the Canadian organising committee for
World March of Women 2005 events in Canada.
At the November 2004 annual general meeting,
the Federation endorsed the World March of
Women 2005 campaign, and manymember locals
participated in locai campaign events duringthe
Spring.

The Canadian Women's March Coalition coordinated
the relaying on the Global Women's Charter for
Humanity across English Canada. On March
8, International Women's Day, the Charter was
launched in Brazil and it arrived in Canada on
May 1. The Charter, calling for peace, solidarity,
equality, freedom, and justice travelledacross
Canada, stopping in Vancouver, Yellowknife,
Winnipeg, Ottawa, Moncton, and Quebec City.

May4 marked the one-year anniversary of the
federal government's Pay Equity Task Force report
outlining recommendations for national pay equity
legislation. The Federation hosted a breakfast to
welcome the Charter to Ottawa and to highlight

the 13 demands of the Canadian Women's March
Committee. Included in the demands was a call for
the federal government to reduce tuition feesand to
officially reject Income Contingent Loan Repayment
(ICLR) schemes.

The Charter will continueto travel through many
countries until October 17, the International Day
for the Elimination of Poverty, when women around
the world have been asked to participate in 24
hours of soiidaritymarked by noon-hour vigils. The
Federation will continueto work with the Canadian
Women's March Committee to coordinate national
events on October 17.

Child Care Advocacy Association of Canada

The Chiid Care Advocacy Association of Canada
(CCAAC) is dedicated to promoting high-quality,
publicly-funded, and universally accessible
chlldcare. The Federation has participated on the
Counci I of the Association for several years.

in the 2005 federal budget, the federal Liberal
government committed $5 billion for new childcare
funding. The Association is currently working to
ensure that the new money is spentto expand
non-profit services In Canada rather than supporting
commercial, for-profit services. On April 1 and
2, the Federation attended the Association's
spring meeting at which the Association's iobby
strategy for the delivery of the new chiidcare
funds was discussed. Since the meeting, four
provinces---Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario,
and Newfoundland and Labrador-have reached
tentative agreements with the federal government
establishing a long-term vision for childcare and a
commitmentto multi-year funding. However, these
provincial-federal agreements will be null andvoid
if the federal budget is defeated on May 19.
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International Trade and Poverty

Civil Society Leaders' Forum

On February 11, the Federation attended the Civil

Society Leaders' Forum, hosted by the Polaris

Institute. The purpose of the forum was to assemble

representatives from social justice organisations,

women's organisations, anti-poverty groups, labour

unions, and environmental groups to discuss the

current implications of Canada-U.S. relations

for Canadian social programs, the environment

and natural resources, civil liberties, and peace.

Speakers at the event included Tony Clarke of the

Poiaris Institute, Roch Tasse of the international

Civil Liberties Monitoring Group, Maude Barlow of

the Council of Canadians, and Elizabeth May of

Sierra Canada, each of whom addressed specific

dangers of increasing convergence of Canadian and

American policies. The forum discussed the need

for organisations concerned about the various ways

in which Canadian economic, social, environmental,

and military policies are being influenced by

pressures coming from the U.S. to work cohesively to

defend the rights of Canadian civil society.

The forum discussed strategies to protect social

programs and oppose trade agreements that threaten

them.

Common Frontiers

Common Frontiers is a working group that proposes

an alternative to the social, environmental and

economic effects of economic integration in the

Americas through a combination of research, analysis

and action, in co-operation with labour, human

rights, environmental, ecumenical, development

and economic and social justice organisations. The

Federation joined Common Frontiers in January

2001 and has actively participated on the Steering

Committee since that time.

On April 14, as part of a Global Week of Action on

Trade, Common Frontiers hosted a forum discussing

the implication of increased policy harmonisation

between Canada, the United States, and Mexico.

Solidarity

The event focused on the dangers of trl-national

discussions that prioritise the American security

agenda over a "human security" agenda. Common

Frontiers called on the federal government to initiate

discussions with the United States and Mexico that

would work to end poverty and reduce inequality

between and within all three countries; protect

and improve the environment; guarantee universal

access to health care; promote food sovereignty; and,

implement international human rights agreements as

the foundation for democratic governance.

On April 21, the Federation attended the most

recent Common Frontiers board meeting. The

primary agenda items were a report from the

World Social Forum and a discussion of Canadian

involvement in the upcoming Summit of the

Americas in Argentina. The meeting also addressed

unresolved questions about Common Frontiers

ongoing role in the global justice movement. Since

September 11, 2001, much of the momentum of

the global justice movement has been stripped away

by cynicai calls for patriotism and a growing climate

of censoring dissent. Though the global justice

movement continues to resist trade agreements in

Central America and South America, there have been

no events in North America that could recapture the

strength the movement enjoyed in the lead up to the

Summit of the Americas in Quebec City in 2001.

It was agreed that Common Frontiers still had a

vital role to piay in lending solidarity to movements

in the south as well acting as a clearinghouse of

information on trade issues in Canada. It was also

agreed that Common Frontiers would bring together

organisations concerned with the integration of

Canada and U.S. policies.

The specific update from the World Sociai Forum

focused on the location for the 2006 event. All

previous World Social Forums have been held in

Brazil: however, Venezueia is slated to host the

Forum in 2006.

Despite the Venezuelan bid, there has been an

increasing call for this year's event to take place in

the "North" (i.e. North America or Western Europe).
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It was agreed that, among the organisations present,
none had the infrastructure or resources to hostthe
Forum in Canada in 2006.

Common Frontiers is currentiy drafting a submission
for the federai government's Internationai Policy
Review process which calls for transparency in
the negotiations of existing trade, investment and
intellectual property agreements and calls onthe
federal government to honour on the democratic
ability of Canadians and their parliamentary
representatives to direct economic, social, and
cultural policy.

Solidarity Network

The Solidarity Network had its roots in the 1987
movement opposing the Free Trade Agreement
between Canada and the United States. The Network
evolved into a forum for action in which social
justice groups, labourorganisations, and territorial
and provincial coalitions devised common strategies
and coordinated support for campaigns organised
by Network me,:, bers. Over the years, the Solidarity
Network had organised Solidarity Assemblies
designed to connect individuals and organisations
with common goals. The Federation had been a long
standing member of the Soiidarity Network and was
a member of the Executive Committee.

Over the last fewyears, the Network had been
experiencing financial difficulties due to a decline

in the numberof supporting members. Members
of the Solidarity Network met on December 11
to discuss the Network's viability. The meeting
included attendance from all member organisations,
as well as representatives from organisations which

had participated in previous Solidarity Assemblies. It
wasconcluded that the Network should temporarily
dissolve with the Intention that the Executive
Committee wouid convene a meetingwith interested

representatives in springor summer 2005 to assess
the political landscape in Canada.

OnJanuary 31, the Solidarity Network office was
closed and all official materials weresent to the
National Archives of Canada.

International Civil Liberties Monitoring Group

Formed in 2002, the International Civil Liberties
MonitoringGroup (ICLMG) serves asa venue for

activist, faith-based, civii liberties, and social
justice organisations to exchange information about

the impactof Canadian security legislation and to
collectively respond. The Group has 32 members

Includlng the Canadian Association of University
Teachers, the Canadian Bar Association, Amnesty
International, and the Canadian Arab Federation. The

Group issues statements, writes letters, and engages
in media relations on issues of common concern to
members. In April 2004, the Federation joinedthe
ICLMG and has benefitted from the group's research

about the potential impact of the U.S. Patriot Act on
Canada Student Loans and borrower privacy.

On February 25, the Federation attended the ICLMG
general assembly in Ottawa. It was reported that
on February 21, the ICLMG submitted its brief
on the policy review to the Commission of Inquiry
into the Actions of Canadian Officials in Relation

to Maher Arar. The brief wasparticularly critical
of the review mechanisms for the RCMP and the
powers available to its watchdog, the Commission
of Public Complaints. It was argued in the ICLMG
submission that, without substantial changes to the

internal review of federal securitypowers, human

rights abuses would continue, under th~ auspices of
"national security". ICLMG research and advocacy

into the parliamentary review of the Anti-Terrorism
Act is ongoing. As previously reported, Group

members have resolved to demand that the whole
Act to be repealed and re-written. In April, the

ICLMG submitted a brief to the House of Commons

Subcommittee on Public Safety and National
Security. The brief argues that the Anti-Terrorism

Act must berepealed, and that related legislation
(Public Safely Actland measures (the Smart Border

Action Plan) must be reviewed in order to deliberate

on howthese hastily introduced "security" initiatives

threaten civil libertiesand the rule of law.

Full copies of both submissions areavailable through

the Federation's National Office.
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National Anti-Poverty Organization

The National Anti-Poverty Organization (NAPO) is a

non-profit, non-partisan organisation that represents

the interests of low-income people in Canada.

NAPO addresses a range of issues, including social
assistance, social housing, unemployment, and

human rights.

In October 2004, the National Anti-Poverty
Organization (NAPO) organised a consultation with

labour unions, social justice organisations, and

research groupson the possibility of launching a
national campaign to raisethe minimum wage. Since

the consultation, NAPO has drafted a proposal for a
"Make the Minimum Wage a Living Wage" campaign.

The campaign calls for the federal government to
reinstatea federal minimum wage and set it at
$10 an hour; provincial and territorial governments

to raise their minimum wages to $10 an hour;
employers to pay at ieast $10 an hour and support

the call for increasingminimum wage; and municipal
governments and universities to adopt living wage

policies that would require procurementand service

contractors to payat least $10 an hour.

The campaign will be launched in September 2005.

Campaign to "Make Poverty History"

On January 5, the Federation attended a meeting
hosted by the Canadian Council for International

Cooperation (CCIC) to discuss Canadian involvement

in the "Global Call to Action Against World

Poverty"-an international initiative to eliminate

debt in developing countries. The meeting was
attended by over 25 sociai justice groups and

provided a forum to discussthe goals and strategies

of a Canadian campaign. The meeting's participants

decided that Canada should participate in the

globai campaign and that the Canadian campaign

would be called "Make Poverty History/Abolissons

la pawrete". The group agreed that the campaign

wouid call for increased federal funding to

international aid, fair trade rules, the cancellation of

ali debt owed by the poorest countries, and to end

child poverty in Canada. The Federation has agreed

to participate on the campaign's steering committee.
The Canadian campaign was subsequently launched

on February 11.

On March 16, the Federation participated in the
first Steering Committee meeting of the Make

Poverty History Campaign. Members of the Steering
Committee include Canadian Labour Congress,
Engineers Without Borders, National Anti-Poverty
Organization, and World University Services in
Canada, and other social justice organisations in
Canada. The meeting discussed the campaign
iaunch, approved a structure for the Steering
Committee, and discussed goals and strategies

for the campaign. Campaign materials produced
thus far include posters, and stickers. To-date,
100 celebrities, 300 organisations, and 11,000
individuais have endorsed the campaign.
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Communications
Sharing information is key to our success as local

students' union directors and as a Federation. The

Students' Union Directory enables member locals to

communicate with each other and the Federation's

new website provides detailed information on current

issues and Federation programmes and campaigns.
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Students' Union Directory
Thefirst edition of the Students' Union Directory
was published nearly 30 years ago bythe
Association of Student Councils (Canada),
the predecessor organisation of the Canadian
Federation ofStudents-Services.·The Federation
assumed responsibility for publishing the Directory
in 1982 and has published it each year since.

Production Costs & Sales

The 2004-2005 Directory contained information
on more than 280 students' unionsacross Canada,
a record high for the publication. The increased
numberof listings resulted in additional pages
and, thus, higherprinting costs. Mailingcosts also
increased because the additional pages moved
the Directory into a higher Canada Post weight
category. Forthe coming year, some design changes

are planned in order to
reduce the number of
pages.

Final orders by
members for the
2004-2005 edition
were approximately
ten percent lower
than orders the
previous year,
while orders by
non-members
remained almost
the same. Overall
sales revenue was
slightly higher due

to a small increase in the
non-member, single copy price; however, it was not
enough to offset the higherexpenses. The net cost
of the 2004-2005 Directory wasjust over $22,000.

2005-2006 Publication timeline

Work is underway on the 2005-2006 edition of the
Canadian Students' Union Directory. Information
surveys were mailed to students' unions in early

April, with a request that they be completed and
returned by May 16. Unfortunately, fewer than
100 student unions had submilled their completed
surveys by May 16.

With the large number of students' unions being
surveyed for the Directory, it continues to be a
challenge to colleel the information in a timely
manner. Many small students' unions arerelatively
inactive duringthe summer and, asa result, are
often late returning their completed surveys. The
process of following up is quite labour intensive for
the Federation.

Aithough it remains the National Executive's
intention to have the Directory published by the
end of July, meeting the deadline will require all
outstanding information to becollected by early
June.

Enhancements

Forthe 2004-2005 edition of the Directory,
the National Executive had hoped to inciude
information aboutcampus food banks; however, due
to the low number of survey responses, it was not
included. The information will be included in the
2005-2006 edition if the response rate is higher.

Some member locals have requested to beable
to submit Directory information through the
Federation's web site. This year, the National
Executive endeavoured to devise a mechanism
by which information could besubmilled
electronicaliy. In particular, in addition to a hard
copy, students' unionshave been provided with
editable PDF fiies for submission electronically.
This system has the additional advantage of
reducing the amountof time required to update
the Directory database. Although ideallythe forms
should be available on the Federation's web site,
software could not be developed in time for the
2005-2006 year. Instead, students' unions were
sentelectronic versions of their surveys that can be
printed and returned by fax. The National Executive
anticipates having an onlinedatasubmission
system in place for the 2006-2007 edition of
Directory.
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WliRKI'.C) TOGETHER
Communications

Web Site
The Federation's use of web sites has grown
considerably over the past few years. The Federation
has moved from a simple site with general
organisational information, news updates, and
some of the Federation's morepopular research
documents, to a comprehensive "web presence". The
Federation now has several national sites, ranging
from VoteEducation.ca site, used for disseminating
information during federal and provincial elections,
to isic.cfs-fcee.ca, used for issuing International
Student Identity Cards and maintainingthe ISIC
database.

New Developments

In the past month, a new service-free on-line tax
filing for studentsthrough Ufile.ca-was introduced
through the Federation's main site.

The Federation recently subscribed to online mass
faxing!emailing campaign software that will ailow
the Federation to launch letter-writingcampaigns
online. For anygiven campaign, students will be
able send letters to Members of Parliament or
provincial legislative assemblies using letters and
letter templates available on the site. Depending on
the campaign, the software will allow the Federation
to customise the letter and choose the recipient(s).
Currently the site has a database of the co-ordinates
for federal MPs that can be "auto-filled" based on
the postal codes of the letter-writers.

Federation-Developed Local Sites

At the November 2003 national general meeting,
the National Executive resolved to develop a
customisable web site template in order to assist
small budget member locals with their web sites
needs. The local siteswill resemble the Federation's
national site, but will beavailable in several
colours. The structure of each will be tailored to
accommodate the students' union, and will be
"content managed" locally. The templates will be
available beginning in lateJuly or early August.
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Programmes
From the International Student Identity Card to

Homes4Students to the National Student Health

Network, the Canadian Federation of Students operates

programmes to save members' time and money and to

improve their daily lives.
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Discount Programme
Since its founding in 1981, the Federation has
run a national student discount programme. The
service utilises two discount cards: the International
Student Identity Card (ISIC), which only full-
time students are eligiblato receive; and the
Studentsaver card, which is available to all full- and
part-time students belonging to the Federation.

The programme started asan amalgam of the local
discount programmes offered by member students'
unions. As a result of the strength of the Federation
the programme provides discounts at thousands of
local business coastto coast.

At the most recent meetingof the International
StudentTravel Confederation
([STC), the organisation that
produces and distributes
the ISICworld-wide,
the members
discussed various
ways of integrating
the card with other
programmes and
services. This is, in
part, a recognition by the
members of the ISTC of
the need for the programmes
to expand and adapt in order
to provide a wider range of benefits to
cardholders. The Federation is examining
the feasibility of incorporating some of
the ISIC initiatives undertaken in other
countries.

Whilethe Federation continues to lobbythe
other ISTC members to remove the provision that
maintainsthat the ISIC is only available to full
time students, there is little support for making
the card avaiiableto part-time students to-date.
Consequently, the Federation continuesto also
produce and distribute the Studentsaver Card. The
Studentsaver aliows part-time studentsaccess to
mostof the discountsavailable with the ISIC.

International Student Identity Card
Distribution

Over the pasttwo years there has been a decline
in ISICsales that can beattributed mostly to
the growth of the Federation's membership.
Federation members receive the ISIC as a benefit of
membership. As the Federation continues to grow,
morestudents receive the ISICat noadditional cost
and, therefore, sales to non-members continue to
fall. A portion of the decrease can beattributed to
the decline in available student flights requiringthe
ISIC.

It is worth notingthat, while the primary benefit
associated with the ISIC is the travel-related
discounts, the cellular telephone discounts

available through Studentphonestore.com
are beginning to create demand for
the ISIC. At some campuses where
the phone discounts have a high

profile, members are now
getting the card specifically
for the deals available at
Studentphonestore.com,

ratherthan for the travel-related
discounts.

ISIC Issuing

Currently 56 students' unions serve
as ISIC issuingoffices, using label

printerssupplied by the Federation.
Maintaining 56 printers, in proper working
order in officesacross the country,
continues to be an operational challenge.

Further compounding this problem, the oldest of
the printers arenowsix years old and beginning to
break down frequently. With each printercosting
approximately $700.00, the Federation cannot
afford to immediately replace all of the first
generation label printers.

On a more positive note, the Federation has recently
added 15 printersto its inventory. These printers
were purchased in 2003, but were not configured to
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read the ISIC data labels. Changes have now been

each that allows them to read the labels.

The bulk of the printers will be deployed this

summer. A few will be held in reserveto ensure that

the Federation can provide a temporary replacement

when already deployed printers requirerepairs.

Programme Awareness

Although many member locals do an excellent

job distributing the Studentsaver Guidebook each

September, few students carry the book with them

throughout the year. The National Executive hopes

to solve this problem, in part, by including the

applicable local Studentsaver discounts

in each handbook being produced

through the common handbook

project. Local discounts will be

listed in a section at the back

of the handbook and the card

will be affixed to the front of the

section.

Having the card affixed in handbooks

will not only ensure wider distribution, it

will also mean that the discount listings

will be listed in a publication that students use year

round. It is anticipated that the overall cost of the

Studentsaver programme will be reduced. While the

Federation will continue to produce the Studentsaver

Guidebook for member locals that do not participate

in the handbook project, the Guidebook will not be

printed for those that do.

While awareness of the programme amongst

members is critical, it is also necessary to ensure

that staff at businesses offering the discounts are

fully awareof the programme, the acceptable cards,

and the discount offered. To this end, the Federation

has revamped the promotional materials given to

participating businesses. In addition to the sticker

and window cling already used by businesses to

promote that a discount is offered, a new sticker

has been created for the staff of participating

businesses. Similar to other promotional materials,

the sticker has a picture of the ISIC and the

Programmes

Studentsaver card but it also includes spaces to

list the discount provided and how to ring in the

discount.

The National Executive has also identified the need

to maintain contact with businesses throughout the

year to gauge the use of the card and to address any

issues that may arise.

Discount Solicitation

Each year, Federation member locals solicit student

discounts in communities across the country. This

year, this process began earlier than it has

in the past to ensure that discounts can

be listed in member local handbooks

published through the Federation's

common handbook project.

Discount solicitation for 2005

2006 has been completed in most

regions; however, solicitation is
ongoing in some provinces such as New

Brunswick, where the Federation now has

two prospective members.

To-date, a total of 2508 discounts have

been secured for 2005-2006, of which over 1,000

are the result of businesses offering the discounts

on a multi-year basis. Renewals for the coming year

were coordinated through regional offices. Renewal

packageswere mailed to businesses in early April. In

the case of businesses that did not respond, regional

offices and discount solicitors have followed up.

In the last few years, the members have identified

attracting national and regional businesses to

Federation's discount programme as a priority;

however, difficulties persist in this area. As

discussed in past reports, many national chains that

would have an affinity. for the student market are

already signed to exclusivity agreements with the

Federation's for-profit competitors.

Discount Guidebook

Work on the 2005-2006 Discount Guidebook is well

underway.
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Last year, the Federation produced a total
of 380,000 guidebooks: 285,000 with the
"Studentsaver" cover, with StudentCard affixed,
and 95,000 with an "iSIC 2005 Canadian Benefits
Guide" cover for distribution with ISICs sold by
Travel CUTS and VIA Rail outlets,

While the numberof discount guides with the
"ISIC 2005 Canadian Benefits Guide" cover will
remain unchanged for 2005-2006, the numberof
Guidebooks with the "Studentsaver" cover will be
reduced to fewerthan 150,000. Forthe most part
they wiil only be distributed at campuses at which
the students' union handbook does not include the
student discountsection.

Studentphonestore.com

Forthe past three years the Federation has been
partnering with StUdentphonestore.com to negotiate
reduced student rates for celluiar telephones
and cellular service. The collectivepurchasing
potential of the combined Federation membership
has attracted the interestof several cellular
service providers. Studentscurrently enjoy a 33
percent discountoff most monthly plans with Fido
Networks, and all Fido plans available through
Studentphonestore comewith a free MP3 player,
OVO player, or digital camera. In addition, discounts
have been secured with Rogers Wireless, Including
a wide range of discounted monthlycellular plans,
and Virgin Mobile. Fido's continual improvements to
the discounts it offers through Studentphonestore
has piquedthe interestof other carriers who are not
currently participating in the programme.

In March, Virgin Mobilewas launched in Canada
asa mobilevirtual network operator. Mobilevirtual
network operators use an existingcarrier's network,
in this case Bell's, to carry their cellular service.
Virgin only sells pre-paid phones that do not require
the subscriber to sign a contract. Sincearriving in
Canada, Virgin has launched an aggressive marketing
campaign, including the offer of a free phone
accessory with the purchase of a phone through
Studentphonestore. While this initial offer may not
be comparable to the offers provided by Fido and

Rogers, it is encouraging that Virgin's launch in
Canada included a deal through Studentphonestore.
Negotiations are underway to provide a more
comprehensive studentwith Virgin Mobilethat will
hopefullybe in place bySeptember.

Effortsto secure discounts with regional carriers
areongoing but have proved difficult in those
areas where only the reglonai carrierprovides a
broad level of coverage. The market penetration
enjoyed by AIIant in many partsof Atlantic Canada,
and SaskTel in Saskatchewan means that these
providers have little incentive to offer student
discounts.

Exclusivity arrangements between cellular networks
and some campuses also remain a significant
barrier to securing discounts. In British Columbia,
Telus has negotiated exclusivity deals underwhich
it pays a fee to the institution, and in some cases
the students' union, for the exclusive right to
advertise on campus.

Thekeyto securing discounted cellular phones and
plans for students is the ability of the Federation
and Studentphonestore to play
off the carriers against each
other. With each new carrier
offeringa discountand with
each new discountoffered, there
is greater pressure on other
carriers to respond by Improving
or introducingnew student
discounts. This approach has the additional benefit
of providing greater choice of carriers for Federation
members; however; when service providers are
permitted to purchase monopoly rights at a campus,
the incentiveto offer competitive discounts is
neutralised and the ability to secure cost-savings
for students is undermined. While a students' union
mayreceive an exclusivity fee, its members will
collectively pay far more to the carrier in termsof '
lost savings, than the amount of the fee paid for
exclusivity.

In an effort to combat this trend,
Studentphonestore is seeking "anti-exciusivity"
arrangements with institutionsand students'
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unions. Under this arrangement. no cellular service

provider would have exciusive advertising rights

at an institution or campus. instead, the provider

would be required to offer a student discount if

it wished to be promoted on campus. As a result,

each provider would be forced to compete through

Studentphonestore with the discounts being offered

by other providers, '

As reported at the previous national general meeting,

Studentphonestore.com and the Federation have

begun development of a pre-paid iong distance card

for students. Pre-paid iong distance cards are an

affordabie way to call long distance and are often

used by students, particulariy international students,

to reduce costs. It is also an item that is commonly

sold through students' union retail outlets. Currently

cards on the market have hidden fees or charges.

Worse still, there have been instances in which the

companies that offer the cards go bankrupt, leaving

students and students' unions with pre-paid cards

that are worthless.

The new card will offer rates that are competitive

with those currently offered in the market, and

unlike other cards will not have hidden fees or

connection charges (l.e, no catch). As a result,

members will know exactly the number of minutes of

long distance calling they are receiving. Students will

be able to purchase additional long distance minutes

in a number of ways including over the Internet, by

phone, and through pre-authorised payment.

A trial run of the cards will be implemented this

summer through the distribution of a small number

of free cards. Assuming that the trial goes smoothly,

the cards will be available for wide distribution in

September. To promote this service, member locals

will be provided with promotional cards (with five

dollars of long distance credit) to distribute free,

to members. It is anticipated that the Federation

will distribute half of one million cards-one per

member-cluring the fall.

Finally, the Federation and Studentphonestore

have been working together to develop a cellular

phone-recycling programme to start for September.

Cellular phones, like many pieces of technology,
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contain parts and materials that require special

disposal to minimise the negative impact on the

environment. It is estimated that 70 percent of

discarded cellular phones are reusable. Through

the recycling programme, handsets will be sent

to a recycling company for possible refurbishing.

Those phones that can be reused will be refurbished

and those that cannot will be disposed of in the

most environmentally responsible means possible.

To participate in the programme, member locais

will only be required to provide a location for

the recycling box. Studentphonestore will be

coordinating the pick-up and shipping of the phones.

UFile.ca

A number of online tax preparation services utilise

the Canada Revenue Agency's Internet based tax

filing system NETFILE. To use NETFILE, a tax return

must be prepared using an approved computer

program or website. These programs generate a

complete tax return based on the various sources of

income and expenses that an individual has ciaimed

during the year. Once complete the programs require

that the user pay a fee (between $8.95 and $19.95

for a single user, and more for joint and family

returns) before they are able to file the return with

the government. A number of these services can be

used for free if an individual's income falls below a

specified threshold in a given year (usually between

$20,000 and $25,000).

In fall 2004, the Federation was approached

concerning a potential arrangement with UFile.ca,

an online tax return preparation service. Although

initially presented as simply a promotion of an

existing service, the Federation was able to secure a

student discount from UFile.ca.

Instead of free filing being availabie only for those

earning below a certain income threshold, the

Federation's arrangement with UFile.ca provides all

students with free filing regardless of income. While

most students would find themselves below the

income threshold set by the various providers, many

part-time and graduate students find themselves just

above the threshold.
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The service wastested in the two weeks leading up
to the 2004 tax filing deadline of May2, 2005.
While therewas limited time to promote the offer
in most areas while classes were in session, the
response appears to have been quite positive. A
link was placedon the Federation's web site that
directed students to a UFile.ca page containing a
code that was required in orderto take advantage of
the student discount. This code indicated that the
userwasa student, and after the system verified
that entries had been made in the education and
tuition fee lines of the tax return, the student was
able to file for free.

While UFile.ca is still in the process of determining
the exact numberof students who used the site,
there was a noticeable increase in the number
of visits to the Federation's web site in the week
immediateiy preceding the tax-filing deadline. in
addition, in the short period of time that the offer
wasavailabie, the Federation received severai
phone and email inquires aboutthe service from
students across the country.

Negotiations are currentiy underway to extend the
offer beyond this year.

Homes4students.ca

Introduction

TheFederation's homes4students.ca website was
created to givestudentsthe ability to search and
compare affordableandsuitable accommodation,
find roommates, and sublet their existing
accommodation from anywhere in the country.

Thefirst version of the Federation's
homes4students.ca site was first launched in
summer 2002. In 2003, the Federation entered
into a partnership with Ecom Media Group (EM G),
in which EMG provides technical supportfor the
site andassists the Federation with soliciting
accommodation listings.

in summer 2004, a revised homes4students.ca
site, integrated with the EMG software and iistings

network, was launched. Thesite combines the
listings from the Federation's original site with the
listings from EMG's partner landlord organisations.
This partnership has improved the number of
iistings on the site asweil as the interface and
options available tostudents.

Site Traffic

The use of the homes4students.ca site continues
to grow. Sincethe previous meeting, the site has
received 2,674,329 requests.
This represents the third
consecutive period of
increased traffic to the site.

Promotion

Material Production

The Federation worked with a design firm that EMG
has employed in the past, to createthe promotional
materialsfor homes4students.ca. Two sets of
posters and postcards were produced, one targeting
students and the other landlords. Additional
homes4students.ca posters and postcards will
be printed and circulated to member locals
before September. In addition, homes4students.
ca continues to befeatured in advertisements in
both the common handbook and the Studentsaver

Guidebook'

Promotion to Landlords

Over the past year, the Federation and EMG
purchased advertising space in "Canadian
Apartment Magazine", a publication targeting
property owners. Homes4students.ca was also
promoted at the Association of College and
UniversityHousing Organization international
conference and trade show.

Local Customisation

EMG's software allows for homes4students.ca
to be integrated into students' unions' websites.
The software that supports the websiteand web
interface can becustomised for a member local
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and localised to the community in which it is
situated. Students' union branding with logo and

other specifications can be incorporated into the
iocalised site, enablingthe union to showcase

homes4students.ca as a service of the local.

The following member locals havereceived or

requested personalised homes4students.ca sites
since the last general meeting:
- Local 3-Unlversity of British Columbia Student

Union-Okanagan

- Local 19-Graduate Students' Union, University of
Toronto

- Local 32-Lakehead University Student Union
- Local 34-Mount Saint Vincent University

Students' Union

- Local 45-Marine Institute Students' Union
- Local 51-Malaspina Students' Union
- Local 58-York Federation of Students
- Local 95-Cape Breton University Students' Union

This bringsto 18 the total number of member
students' unionsthat are localising the site.

Bilingual

Currently, the front end of the homes4students.ca
site is bilingual, but the search options on the site
areonly available in English. EMG is in the process
of updating the database software to allow for a fully
bilingual site and is estimating that the work will be
completed by the end of the summer.

Competition

Last summer, a privately owned student housing

website, places4Students.com, was launched, At
this point placesaStudents.com has only managed
to attract a handful of students' unions in South

western Ontario; the bulk of its business is located in
the United States of America.

The company that owns the site requires students'
unions to sign a iong-term exclusivity agreement as
a condition for offering the service. As well, the site

does not offer tenant resources or services such asa
roommate finder.

Programmes

National Student Health
Network

Introduction

The first health and dental plans that emerged

on Canadian campuses were based on employee
plans. Theywere overly expensive and failed to
cover manyof the drugs andservices commonly
used by students. In response, the membersof the
Federation created the National Student Health
Network with the goal of using the collective

expertise and combined buying power of the
Federation's membership to secure lower rates and
better coverage for students.

From the start it wasfelt that it was important to
minimize the role of insurance brokers and carriers
in orderfor students' unions to maintain control of
their health and dental plans. Additionallyjt was
feit that administrative costscould be reduced if

the Network assumed a portion of the administrative
work often assumed by brokers.

The Network could
not completely
replace a broker,
however, because by
iaw certain functions
require a licensed

brokerage. Since
1995, the Network
has retained the
services of Heath

Benefits Consulting

to negotiate with carriers and analyze claims data.

Although the Network secures quotesfrom a variety
of insurance carriers, all current members of the

consortium have selected Green Shield Canada
as their carrier. Green Shield is Canada's only
national not-far-profit insurance carrier and as

such is consistently able to offer the lowest rates

in the country for student plans. The Federation
has negotiated an exclusivity agreement with Green

Shieid that establishes preferred arrangements
and services for Networkmembers. While Green
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Shield provides plans to some students' unions
that are not members of the Network, these
students' unions do not enjoy the greatly reduced
administrativecosts provided to Network members
by Green Shield.

Network Services

Health Plan "Auditing"

Over the pastfew years the Network hasprovided
assessments of healthand dentai plans negotiated
by other brokers asa service to both member and
non-member students' unions. The Network began
offering these assessments to assist member unions
to determine if they arebeingovercharged for their
health and dental plans. This is accomplished by
determiningwhether the same pian can be offered
moreaffordab[y. in orderto determine this, the
Network examines the: administrative costs charged
by the carrier; feescharged by the agent/broker;
plan design; and local administrative costs.

Upon completion of the audit, the students' union
is presented with an assessment of the existing
plan, based on industrystandards, and is typically
provided with a "no obligation" quotefor an
alternative plan with equal or superior coverage
to the existing plan. Whilethe students' union is
not obliged to acceptthe quote, the Federation
is bound by it if the students' union acceptsthe
quote. The presentation of a quotebuilds an
additional level of accountability into the Network's
audit process.

The Federation hasconducted dozens of audits
of students' union's health anddental piansover
the past few years. Often, the audits have shown
that the students' union was beingovercharged for
its pian or offered superfluous services. Students'
unions have responded to this information in a
variety of ways. The majoritychose to join the
Network; however, some have chosen to retain a
new broker not affiliated with the Network or to
usethe information gained in the audit process
to negotiate a lower rates or better service
arrangements with their existing brokers.

Unfortunately, many for-profit brokers have taken
stepsto minimisethe likelihood that theywill be
subjected to an audit. Some brokers have reacted
by locking their students' union clients into multi
yeardeals, a practice that runscontrary to the
industry standard. in some cases these extend
for three or more years. Others either withhold
programme information or have students'unions
sign confidentiality agreements that prevent
them from reieasing the necessary information to
have an audit conducted. ln the latter case, one
such students' union was only able to obtain the
information directlyfrom its insurer, bypassing the
broker altogether.

The National Executive has discussed the need
to raise awareness among the members on the
practices of some heaith and dental insurance
brokerages that have a history of exploiting
students' unions.

On·Line Administration of Plans

ln Aprii this year the Federation and Green Shield
launched a pilot projectwith Local 48, the
Universityof Windsor Graduate Student Society,
providingstudents with access to their Green Shield
accounton-line. The on-line system gives students
the option of having the money re-imbursed by
Green Shieid for medical expenses deposited
directly into their bank or credit union account.
It also ailows students to review: past claims; the
status of claims that have been submitted; and
claims payment history. Byhaving Individualised
plan information, students will independently
determinewhen theyare nexteliglble to submit
claims for services such aseyeglasses and dental
exams. Finally, the system will include a detailed
explanation of plan coverage, significantly relieving
pressure on local plan administrators.

[f the pilot project continues to proceed smoothly,
the Federation hopes to adopt the system Network
wide in January 2006.
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Plan Accounting Mechanisms

At the Network's annual meeting last summer
members discussed the ways in which health and

dental plan accounting occurs. Traditionally, most
plans are "fully funded" which means that the
Insurer incursany loss generated by claims paid

exceeding the premium collected. Conversely, under
this arrangement, should the premium coliected
significantly exceed the claims paid, the insurer
receives a financial windfall.

Network members discussed the possibility of
altering local plan accountingmechanisms to a
system known as "retention accounting". Under this
system, the insurer establishes a set profit margin
at the beginning of the plan year. Should the claims
paid exceed the premium collected, students would
continue to have their claims paid, but any loss
incurred by the plan would have to be repaid in
future plan years. Similarly, should the premium
collected exceed the claims paid, the insurerwould
refund the difference to the students' union. This
system greatly reduces the risk incurred by the
insurer, and as a result, keeps premiums low. Many
Network members have already madethe switch to
retention accounting and many more have indicated
that they will adopt retention accounting for the
coming plan year. The potential combined savings

for Network members could exceed $500,000.

Dental Discount Programme

The Federation and Green Shield have been jointly

developing a dental discount programme for Network
members. Through the Federation's initiative,

dentists agree to provide discounts of twenty to
thirty percent on their services in exchange for being

promoted by the Network. The dentists also sign
an agreement that guarantees that no unnecessary

procedures wili be performed. Green Shield has
dentists on staff that review claims submitted by

dentists participating in the programme and will
reject claims for services that are deemed to be
unnecessary. This audit process provides a value-for-

Programmes

service guarantee and is unique to the Federation's

arrangement with Green Shield.

Earlier this year, the Network iaunched a test of the

system in the Greater Toronto area. More than 230

dentistswere contracted to provide exclusive savings

to students and over two thousand claims were made

through the programme in the first three months.

Plans are currently being developed to expand the

scope of the discount programme to other regions

of the country and, potentially, to other medical

services.

Renewals

The Federation and Heath Lambert have once

again successfully secured a reduction in the

administrative charges applied by Green Shield

to Network members. Although the charges are

currentiy among the lowest in the industry, recent

technological developments have reduced the

administrative costs of Network members' plans even

further. It is hoped that the reduction wili result in

Network members collectivelysavingapproximately

$200,000 on their health and dental plans in the

coming year, in addition to the savings already

realised through membership in the consortium.

Unfortunately at many campuses these savings

were offset by dramatic increases in para-medical

claims, particularly massage therapy. Three different

Network members have experienced greater than a

ten-fold increase in massage therapy ciaims without

any significant reduction in claims for other muscle

treatment therapies such as anti-inflammatory drugs

or muscle relaxants. The Network and Green Shield

are currently reviewing the restrictions placed on

massage therapy coverage to aliow Network members

to more effectively manage the cost 01 their plans.

2005-2006 Handbook Project
The handbook project is entering its fifth yearas a

national service of the Federation after starting as a

project of the BC Component in the late 1990's.
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The handbook project was initiated primarily
to reduce the cost of producing handbooks,
particularly for small member locals. It was also
viewed as means of improving the overall content
and design of the pubiications.

The volumeof books produced allows for
better quality paper, colour pages, and fewer
advertisements, while achieving savings in writing
and editing, design, printing and binding. These
economies of scale have enabled some students'
unions to eliminate or reduce local advertising from
their handbook. This flexibility hasproven to be a
particularly attractive feature of the project.

Each handbook consists of a unique local section,
a common provincial and national section, and
common calendar and time management pages.
Participatingstudents' unions provide local content
in text format and images that arethen formatted
by Federation provincial offices to beconsistent
with the overall design of the handbook.

The handbook project has experienced significant
growth overthe course of the previous five years.
For the 2005-2006 academic year 53 students'
unions, 51 member locals and two non-member
unions in ten provinces have confirmed their
participation in the project. In addition, a generic
handbook for graduate students will be produced.
Over 285,000 Individual handbooks will be
printed, up from 212,000 in 2004-2005, when
46 students' unions participated in the project.

Despite renewed effortsto increase advertising
sales in the common section of the 2005-2006
handbook, includingearlierdeadlines for handbook

Priorto 2004-2005, handbook pricing was based
on a 48 page local section. In recognition that
students' unions selecting 16 and 32 page local
sections were reducing the cost to produce their
books, it was decided that those savings would
be passed directly onto those students' unions.
This practicewill continuefor this coming year.
In addition, those locals printing 10,000 or more
books will receive a volume discount. In addition,
the per unit costof Ontario handbooks is being
slightly reduced.

In 2003-2004, 154,000
handbooks were produced for
40 students' unions. This
represents an85 percent
growth in the last threeyears.

The growth of the project
is attributed in part to
the add ition of Locai
8-Universityof Winnipeg
Students' Association and prospective
member union University of Manitoba Students'
Union. The project has continued to expand in
Ontario and new members include Local 19
University of Toronto Graduate Students' Union
and Local 24-Ryerson University Students' Union.
In addition, a member local union that has been
inactive in recent years, Local 4-Selkirk Students'
Association has joined the project. Forty-eight
versions will be produced in English, threein
French, and two versions will be bilingual.

TheApril 2005 national general meeting resolved
that the Studentsaver card and a listing of regional
discountsbe integrated into the common handbook.
A 16-pagesignature with the listing of discounts
will be added to the back of each handbook. A
dividerwith the Studentsaver card affixed will be
placed at the front of the section. The National
Executive hopes that this will reduce costs, while
increasing the profileof available discounts, and
the Studentsaver programme itself.

2004-052lI02-113

HANDBOOK PROJECT
2001 to 2005
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contracts, sales have been much lower than
anticipated. The National Executive wili discuss
the advertising sales strategy and alternatives this
summer.

Student Work Abroad
Programme (SWAP)

Overview

The Federation's StudentWork Abroad Programme
(SWAP) remains Canada's iargest international
work exchange programme. Of the nearly 20,000
Canadian students on working holidays abroad,
approximately twenty-five percent participatethrough
SWAP.

Traditionally, SWAP has focused on sending
studentsto countries with strong economies that
can absorb a large number of participants. While
the Federation has continued to explore expansion
of these programmes, it has increasingly focused
on establishing new programmes in Central and
Eastern Europe, Africa, Latin America and Asia. The
economic realities of these countries mean that the
programmes wiil likely be quite small and primarily
volunteer-based.

Outbound Programmes

Africa

The Federation continues to expand its SWAP
programmes in Ghana and rurai South Africa.
Although thereare not a significant numberof
work opportunities in either location, there is a
tremendous demand for volunteers to engage
in teachingand deveiopment work. Although
participants do not receive a wage for their work,
their living expenses are covered and, in some cases,
students receive a small honourarium.

SWAP Britain

The Federation and its British partner, the British
Universities NorthAmerica Club (BUNAC), have
developed a programme that enables Canadian

Programmes

students to receive co-operative education credits
for participating in SWAP Britain. A Cooperative
Education advisor from a Canadian university has
been seconded by the Federation to manage the
programme in London. Asthe programme develops,

. it is anticipated that the Federation and BUNAC wiil
be able to approach British employers to ensure a
large numberof jobs that would qualify for co-op
credits wiil be available to
Canadian students.

New Zealand

The Federation has
successfully negotiated
with the New Zealand
government to reduce some
of the restrictions that
are placed on Canadian
students seekingstudent
workvisas in NewZealand.
The traditional student
work visa in NewZealand
required Canadian students
to change jobs every three months whiie in New
Zealand. SWAP participants are nowable to remain
with the same employer for the entire tweive-
monthduration of their work visa if they desire.
Furthermore, the traditional student work visa for
New Zeaiand limited participation to students under
the age of 30. SWAP participants are noweligible to
participate up to the age of 35.

United States of America

The Federation is currently operatingtwo "work
experience" programs in the United States of
America. Internship USA is aimed at students and
recent graduates and Practical Training USA is
aimed at Canadians who have a few years of work
experience. The notion of "work experience" differs
from "work abroad" in that the primary aim is the
career development of the participant rather than
as a culturally oriented visit to another country.
It is hoped that this "internship" concept can be
expanded beyond the USA to both Europe and
Australia by next year.
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Inbound Programmes

Hosting Centres

During the 2005 calendar year, the programme
expects to hostapproximately 6000 studentsfrom
abroad participating in working holidays in Canada,

Services areprovided at SWAP hostl ngcentres
in Vancouver, Toronto and Montreal. While the
Vancouver andToronto centres function year-round,
the Montreal centre has traditionally operated only
In the summer. This year the Montreal hosting
centre is opening every Friday throughout the
year In orderto deal with Increased demand. It is
anticipated that the Centre will need to be open
year-round within the next 18-24 months.

Ireland

At the start of February the Federation's partner
organisation In Ireland, the Union of Students of
ireland-Travel (USIT), began accepting applications
on-line for Irish studentsto work in Canada this
year. Within forty-fiveminutes, USIThadfilled
ail 700 piaces in Its programme anddeveloped a
lengthy walt list. A few weeks later, the Federation
and USIT launched its workingholiday programme
for non-students between the ages of 18-35. This
time all 500 piaces in the programme were filled
within 20 minutes.

Canada has become the destination of choicefor
irish youth and students interested In experiencing
a working holiday abroad. The Increasing popularity
of the inbound SWAP programmes appears to be
a result of the Increasing difficulty in obtaining
studentworkvisas In the United States of America
(USA) and reduced enchantment with the USA asa
destination.
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Travel CUTS

Travel CUTS
With the downturn in

world travel, rising fuel

prices, and major airl ines

moving into web booking

systems, the entire travel

industry has suffered in the

past four years.

Travel CUTS has responded with a new online

. ticket search that is so effective, it guarantees

that students won't find a lower ticket price

anywhere else on the web.
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Travel CUTS

Canadian Universities
Travel Service Board
Composition
The current membership of the Travel CUTS Board
is as follows:

without significantly increasing the operating

costs of the operation. Is possible that the United

Statesoperations might even achieve a break-even

position for the currentyear if sales improve in the

last quarter.

Jetsgo Collape

Update on Canadian Offices

Operational Issues

As a privately-held company, Jetsgo was not
required to release quarterly financial information

in the same manner asAir Canada andWestjet.
Nevertheless, over the preceding few months, many

financial analysts had begun speculating that Jetsgo
was in financial trouble. This speculation prompted
Travel CUTS to limit its efforts to seli Jetsgo flights.

When the collapse occurred, very few Travel CUTS

customers were left stranded by Jstsgo. Travel
CUTS was also the only national travel agency to

publicly guarantee that none of its customers would
experience a financial loss from the Jetsgo collapse,
a commitment that made national headlines.

Duringthe pastfew years, Jetsgo, the country's

third largest airline, had been one of Travel CUTS'
largest suppliers of domestic air tickets, with the

company averaging several hundred thousand
dollars a month in Jetsgo sales. However, Travel
CUTS was relativelyunaffected when Jetsgo

suddenly ceased operations in early March.

MemberPosition
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Thereare no office openings scheduled for the
remainderof the fiscal year. The office located at

Wiifrid LaurierUniversity in Waterloo, Ontariowas
recently closed due to low sales.

The Canadian government estimates that more than

17,000 passengers were affected by the collapse.

Financial Issues
Update on USA Operation

Sales continue to increase in the company's

offices in the United Stateof America (USA), It's
anticipated that the offices in the USA will incur

only a slight loss in the current fiscal year, an
improvement over the pastfew years. There are

no offices scheduled to open in the USA in the
current calendar year, however, the United States

operation has been increasing its effort to raise its
group sales levels. As a result, sales are increasing

2004-2005 Fiscal Year-to-date

The Travel CUTS' third quarterended March 31,

2005. During the first three quarters of the fiscal

year, sales were slightly lower than anticipated.

Fortunately, the company's iower than anticipated

level of gross sales was offset by higherthan

anticipated levels of commission. In general, the

decrease in sales was not the result of selling fewer
tickets, but rathera result of Air Canada passing
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on some of its reduction in operating costs to the

consumer in the form of iower airfares.

2004-2005 Fourth Quarter

In mostfiscal years Travel CUTS operates at either a

loss or, at best, a break-even position during the first

three quarters. Any profit earned by the company is

usually the result of the company's fourth-quarter

financial performance. The company tends to

improve its bottom line in the fourth quarter-

Aprii to June-because it is seliing a substantial

amountof international travel to studentswho are

going abroad for the summer. Sales to students

travelling abroad tend to increase the company's

profitability because students are also purchasing

travel insurance, hostei accommodation and rail/bus

passes, all of which have higherrates of commission

than domestic airfares.

This year the company has launched an aggressive

marketing campaign to maximise fourth quarter

sales.

Pricing Regulations

Airlines are regulated federally and the federai

government sets pricingrestrictions for the airlines.

Travel agencies are regulated provincially and

provincial governments set pricing restrictions for

travei agencies. Currently, all of the provinces have

pricing regulations similar to those of the federal

government. These regulations allow for prices to

be posted prior to service charges, airport departure

taxes or othertaxes being applied to the airfare.

The province of Ontario has proposed changing its

regulations so that travel agents must includeall

of the fees and taxes charged to a traveller in its

advertisements. While this will provide travellers

with a moreaccurate assessment of the cost of their

travel, it creates a competitive imbalance between

airlines and travel agents, asairlineswill be able

to advertise fares that appear lower than the fares

advertised by travel agents.

Cost of Technology

Historically, Travel CUTS placed an emphasis on
ensuring that its retail office staff was well trained
and knowledgeable about a wide variety of potential
destinations. Far less emphasis was placed on
continually developing and improving the technology
that assisted its sales staff in their day-to-day work.

Technology has become a significant factor for
CUTS. Asrecently as three years ago, the company
would regularly use newly developed technology
for five-to-seven years before replacing it. Now, as
soon asthe company launches a new technology,
such asthe web sales engine or fare database, the
company's senior management begins searching for
its replacement. The CUTS now budgets to replace
its key technology every two years. The continual
turnover of technology has added millions of dollars
each year in operating costs.
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Internal Affairs

Internal Affairs
The success of the Federation's partnership of more than

75 students' unions with a combined membership of over

500,000, lies in the strength and inclusiveness of our

democratic structures.

With two comprehensive annual national general meetings,

no other national organisation of comparative size provides

a similar level of member involvement in decision-making.
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National Executive

Current Composition

Deputy Chairperson and George Soule (Local 1) was
re-elected National Chairperson for the 2005-2006
term.

The National Executive is responsible for overseeing
the day-to-day operations of the Federation.
The following are the current members of the
Federation's National Executive:

POSITION NAME

Scott Payne (Local 44) has been re-elected asthe
British Columbia representative for 2005-2006.
Alex Dodger (Local98) has been re-elected asthe

.Ontario Representative. Amanda Aziz(University
of Manitoba Students' Union) has been elected as
the Manitoba Representative, and BrentFarrington
(Local 91) has been elected to serve as the Quebec
Representative. Danielle Sampson (Local 7) has
been re-elected asthe Nova Scotia Representative.
Krista Park (Local 100) has been re-elected as
the Newfoundland and Labrador Representative.
Starleigh Grass (Local 3) has been elected as the
Aboriginal Students' Representative.

At this meeting, eiections for the positions
of the Alberta Representative, Saskatchewan
Representative, Prince Edward Island
Representative, New Brunswick Representative,
Students of Colour Representative, Francophone
Students Representative, Women's Representative,
and Graduate Students' Representative on the
National Executive for the 2005-2006 term will be
conducted.

Federation Staffing

Maritimes Organiser

The permanent Maritimes Organiser remains
vacant.

The position became vacant in early 2004. Despite
an exhaustive search in summer 2004, by the start
of the 2004-2005 academic yearthe National
Executive had been unabieto identify anyone that
it wanted to hire on a permanent basis.

2005·2006 Term

Most positionson the National Executive have
been elected for the upcoming year. At the fall
2004 national general meeting. Oave Hare (Local
11) was re-elected as National Treasurer, Angela
Regnier (Local 101) was re-elected as National

in late fall a decision was made to hire someone
to fill the position on an interim basis. In January,
former Nova ScotiaChair and current Local 11
member, Alex Anderson, agreed to fill the position
on a part-time basis for the duration of the winter
semester.
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HER

With the end of the semester, the contract with

Alex has now ended. In the next few weeks the

National Executive will re-commence its search for a

permanent employee to fill the Maritimes Organiser

position.

Prairies Organiser (ManitDbal

The Federation's Winnipeg-based Organiser Elizabeth

Carlyle returned to work on a full-time basis from her

one-year maternity leave in January 2005.

Federation National Congresses
The Federation holds two national congresses each

year, one in May and one in November. In addition,

the Federation's two national caucuses, the National

Aboriginal Caucus and National Graduate Caucus,

hold national meetings each February or March.

NDvember 2005 NatiDnal General Meeting

The fall 2005 national general meeting is tentatively

scheduled for November 22-26. The National

Executive will be finalising the dates at its next

meeting in early July.

The Hotel Jacques Cartier, the site of the past

several fall national general meetings, has been

booked for the meeting. The National Executive is

confident that recent renovations at the hotel will

result in the hotel's meeting space better fulfilling

the Federation's requirements.

May 2006 NatiDnal General Meeting

The spring 2006 national general meeting will be

held either May 17-20 or May 24-27. The National

Executive will be finaiising the dates at its next

meeting in early July.

NatiDnal Caucus General Meetings

The Federation's National Graduate Caucus consists

of all member students' unions composed in whole

or in part of graduate students. Each year during

the winter semester a national general meeting of

Internal Affairs

the Caucus is held. This year the meeting was held

February 17-20 at Ryerson University In Toronto.

All but five of the eligible member graduate unions

attended the meeting.

The Federation's National Aboriginai Caucus consists

of all member students' unions composed in whole

or in part of aboriginal students. Each year during

the winter semester a national general meeting of the

Caucus is held. This year the meeting was held from

April 7-9 at Douglas College in New Westminster.

Seventeen member local unions participated in the

meeting.

Office Organisation

Preparatlnns fDr RelDcatiDn Df the NatiDnal
Office

Just over 13 months remain on the lease for the

Federation's head office in Ottawa. Under the terms

of the lease, the Federation does not have the option

to extend the current lease when it expires on June

30, 2006. All indications are that the current owner

and primary tenant in the building, the Canadian

Red Cross, desires to use the space for itself.

During the 2000 fiscal year, the Federation

established a capital fund for the possible purchase

of office space upon the expiry of the lease. The

balance in the fund at June 30, 2005 will be

$1,000,000, an amount that should cover the

majority of the purchase price on the space required

by the Federation.

A full-scale investigation into options will commence

this summer, with the goal of having space secured

by late 2005 or early 2006.

ArchiveIRecDrd Keeping

In anticipation of the relocation of the Federation's

national office within the next 13 months, an

extensive archival project has been underway since

summer 2003. This archival project serves two

purposes: it will facilitate document retrievai on a

day-to-day basis; and it will provide an opportunity to
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selectively cull the documents that the Federation
has accumulated over the past 24 years. The
National Executive expects to complete much of the
remaining archiving work this summer.

LegaI Affa irs

Trademarks and Copyrights

In 1998 the Federation commenced the process
of protecting its services, research documents,
publications and logos by registering them as
trademarks and securing copyrights. As previously
reported, the process for registering marks with
the Registrar of Trade-marks is a fairly lengthy and
complex one; however, virtually all of the work has
now been completed. Forthe most part onlyminor
work will be required in the future.

Travel CUTS Ownership Issue

In 1980, in an effort to unify the country's student
movement, the two national student organisations
in Canada (outside of Quebec), the National
Union of Students (NUS) andthe Association of
Student Councils-Canada (ASCC), voted to replace
themselves with a single, neworganisation. It was
agreed that the new organisation, the Canadian
Federation of Students/Canadian Federation
of Students-Services, would initially operate in
tandem with the pre-existing organisations, but that
over time all activities, responsibilities, assets and
liabilities would betransferred to the Federation,
where upon NUS and ASCC would be wound down.
Among the assets and liabilities of the Association
of Student Councils was its six-year old student
travel agency, Canadian Universities Travel Service
(Travel CUTS).

In fall, 1997, sixteen years after the foundingof
the Federation, the University of Western Ontario
UniversityStudents' Council, which had been
a member of the ASCC, filed suit against the
Canadian Federation of Students-Services, Travel
CUTS and ASCC ciaimingthat the transferof Travel

CUTS from the ASCC to the Canadian Federation of
Students-Services had been done improperly.

In December 1998 andJanuary of 1999,
examinations for discovery, a process in which each
party produces a representative to field questions
from the other party, were conducted by both the
Federation and the University Students' Council.

Following the examinations for discovery, the
University Students' Councii approached a number
of students' unions about participatingin the
lawsuit. Although moststudents' unions declined
the offer, one students' union, the University
of Alberta Students' Union, joined the suit. In
addition, two alma mater societies, the Queen's
University Alma Mater Society and the University of
British Columbia, also joinedthe lawsuit.

Examinations for discovery of the additional
plaintiffs were conducted in fall 2001 and
summer 2002. Trial preparation got under way in
earnest in early spring2003. The trial had been
scheduled to commence in early September 2003,
but was postponed shortly before its scheduled
commencement when the plaintiffs' lawyer was
suddenly unavailable. As reported at the national
general meetings in November 2003 and May
2004, the trial was re-scheduled to start in
early November; however, in September the trial
was postponed a second time, again dueto the
plaintiffs' lawyer being unavailable.

Both sides had agreed to a June 2005 start date,
the first point at which the lawyers for all parties
would be available. Unfortunately, the court could
not accommodate a trial at that time. Instead, the
trial is nowset to get underway in late February
2006.

(Fora more complete history of the suit, please
see the subsection titled "Legal Fund" in the
Federation Finances section of this report.)
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Membership Development

Membership Development
Since 1998, the members of 23 students' unions

have joined the Federation. As a result, the

Federation's membership is larger than it has ever

been. As a Federation that anchors its organising

and successes on "Strength in Numbers," our

growing membership puts us closer to our goals.
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Membership Stability and
Growth
The Federation continues to experience a period of
strong membership stability and growth. As noted
in the previous report of the National Executive,
only two member localshave withdrawn from
the Federation since 1997 and oneof those,
the Grenfell College Student Union, rejoined the
Federation eighteen months later. Duringthe same
period over 2Dstudents' unions have joined the
Federation for the first time, rejoined or reactivated
their memberships.

New Prospective Members

Association generale des etudiante(e)s
de l'Universite de Moncton Campus
d'Edmundston (Local 51)

At the University of Moncton, thereareseparate
students' unions at each of the three campuses of
the University. in the mid-1980's, the Association
generaIe desetudiante(e)s de l'Unlvsrslte de
Moncton Campus d'Edmundston joined the
Federation and remained a member untii the mid
1990's when the New Brunswick member unions
withdrew en masse from the Federation.

Fermost of the pastdecade there had been
very little contact between the Federation and
the Association; however, this past November
a representative of the Association attended
the Federation's national general meetingas an
observer. Shortlyafter, the Association's Councii
voted to apply for prospective membership.

In accordance with Bylaw 1A-b, the National
Executive has reviewed the application and is
recommending that the application for prospective
membership be accepted.

University of New Brunswick Graduate
Students' Association (Local 67)

The University of New Brunswick Graduate
Students' Association was briefly a member of the
Federation in the early 1990's. The Association
left the Federalion in 1993, in large part dueto
disagreements with the othermember students'
unions in the province. Ironically, the other
members in the province withdrew from the
Federation en masse twoyears later.

Earlier this year the Federation was invited by the
Association to present to its council on the merits
of membership in the Federation. At a subsequent
meeting, the council voted to apply for prospective
membership in the Federation.

In accordance with Bylaw 1A-b, the National
Executive has reviewed the applicationand is
recommending that the application for membership
be accepted.

Association of Laurentian Part Time Students

TheAssociation of Laurentian Part-timeStudents
is oneof four students' unions at Laurentian
University in Sudbury, Ontario. Two of the other
three-Laurentian University Students' General
Association and Association desetudiantes
et etudiants francophones de l'Universite
Laurentienne-are already members of the
Federation.

Earlier this year, the board of the Association
decided to apply for prospective membership in
the Federation. In accordance with Bylaw lA-
b, the National Executive, having reviewed the
application, is recommending that the application
for prospective membership be accepted.

Extension of Prospective
Membership
There are currently five prospective member
students' unions that were granted prospective
membership at previous national general meetings
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but that have not yet conducted referenda on full
membership. They are:
- Dalhousie Association of Graduate Students;
- University of Manitoba Students' Union;
- Northern Lights College Student Association;
- University of Saskatchewan Students' Union; and
-Trent Graduate Students' Association;

In accordance with Bylaw 1, Section 2 b-xii, the
National Executive is recommending that the
prospective membership of each of the students'
unions beextended until the November 2005
national general meeting.

Other Membership Issues

Local 31- University of Prince Edward Island
Students' Union

The University of Prince Edward Island Students'
Union was a founding member of the Federation in
1981 and was a very active member in the years
that followed. In fact, from 1981 until this year the
University of Prince Edward Island Students' Union
had at least one representative on the Federation's
National Executive every slngleyear, a record
unmatched by anyothermember local.

Asreported in November, the National Executive was
therefore quite surprised when a year ago the Union
wrote to the Federation requesting proofof UPEI
students' membership in the Federation. A package
of information wascompiled and sent to the Union;
however, prior to its arrival the Union's Council
apparently passed a motion in which it deciared both
that the Union was discontinuing its membership
and that the Union had never actually joined the
Federation.

Given that the students of UPEI had voted for full
membership by referendum in 1984, a fact well
documented in archived copies of the campus
student newspaper, a referendum vote would be
required to withdraw from the Federation. Although
this was communicated to the Union's new president
in May, she has publicly maintained the stance

Membership Development

that UPEI studentswere never members of the

Federation.

On September 1, the Union commenced selling
International Student Identity Cards to UPEI
students instead of issuing them free to students
asa benefit of Federation membership. The Union
was informed that it had no right to require payment
for cards issued to Federation members, but the
Union refused to discontinuethe practice. Under
the circumstances, the National Executive felt that
it had no choice but to remove the cards and card
label printer that the Federation had supplied the
Union. Both were reassigned to the UPEI Graduate
Students' Association.

At this point, the Union is not participating in
Federation work. Nor is it registered for this general
meeti ng. The National Executive has issued a
letter to the Union reminding it of its contractual
obligations to remit the Federation membership fees
it collected this year.

Local 20-Nipissing University Student Union

The Nipissing University Student Unionwas a
founding member of the Federation and has been
a relatively active member for most of the past 23
years. Unfortunately, the Union's participation has
declined in recent years and, prior to this meeting,
the Union has not sent a delegation to a Federation
national general meeting for more than a year.

In late September the membership of Local 20
served notice of its intention to vote on the question
of continued membership in the Federation. The
votingtook place on March 24-25, 2005, following
a two-week information campaign, A total of
1494 students, over 40 percentof the Union's
membership, voted In the referendum, with 74.6
percent voting to re-affirm Federation membership.
The official results were: n05 in favour of re
affirming membership; 377 opposed; and 12 spoiled

ballots.
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Finances
At each general meeting, member locals adopt or revise

the Federation's annual budget. The National Executive

must ensure that the mandated services and campaigns

are carried out within the financial constraints set by

that budget.

With net annual revenue of under three million dollars,

six major national programmes to run and a wide variety

of campaigns and government relations priorities, the

National Executive works to ensure our Federation is an

effective and efficient operation each and every year.
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Finances

Introduction
Six weeks remain in the current fiscai year. To

date there have been nofinancial surprises, good
or bad, and none are expected before the end of
the year.

Incomefrom mostsources should'meetor
exceed projection. Expenses are also mostly on
target, although some savings will be realized
due to somestaff vacancies during the year. No
significant costoverruns have occurred.

The past two years have seen significant iosses
by Travel CUTS, the wholiy owned subsidiary of
Canadian Federation of Students-Services. While
another ioss is expected, it is projected to be
considerably smaller.

Membership Fees
Membership fees remain the primarysource
of funding for the Federation. This year, the
Federation projected to collect just under$2.2
miilion in membership fees.

It appears that the Federation will come very
close to reaching its membership fee target. As
of May 15, $1,896,889.14 had been received.
Including summer semester fees and fees
collected but not yet remitted to the Federation,
roughly $300,000 more will eventually be
received.

Programme Income and
Expense

Discount Programme Revenue

Sales of International Student Identity Cards
(lSIC) during the first three-quarters of the
current year(July 1 to March 31) were roughly
the same as sales the previous year. After a small
loss on the discountprogramme in fiscal 2004,
measures taken to reduce expenses this year
should lead to a break-even result.

Revenue from Travel CUTS

For fiscal 2005, the budget projected referral fee
revenue of 950,000 and, in turn, a re-investment of
$850.000.

After the first three-quarters of the currentyear,
referral fee revenue is down slightly. Nevertheless,
the finaiamount will be sufficient to fund the re
investment.

Student Work Abroad Programme

The StudentWork Abroad Programme (SWAP) is a
Federation service that is administered primarily
by Travel CUTS. In 2003-2004, the programme
generated a net surplus of only $24,983, a
significant drop over the previous fewyears'
surpluses.

For the currentyear, a modest turn-around is now
anticipated. Although SWAP expenses at March
31 exceeded revenues by $234,319, most SWAP
revenue is generated in the last quarter of the fiscal
year. It is now expected that the surplus wlil be
approximately $60,000, considerably higher than
the budget projection of $20,300.

National Sludent Health Network

The National Student Health Network is intended
to operate on a break-even basis. Though the
programme inevitably generates small surpluses in
some years and small losses in others, over time
'It 'IS essentially revenue neutrai. After incurring a
loss of $34,815 in fiscal 2001 and asurplus of
$57,885 in 2002, the surpius dropped to $11,049
in fiscal 2003,

In 2004, the net revenue jumped to$89,034, in
large part dueto growth in Network participation.
The additional revenue that resulted was not
immediately offset through highercosts. This year,
however, the additional funds have been used, in
large part, to hire a second Network employee in
orderto help betterservice the Network's members.

As previously reported, some consideration has
been given to the ideaof allocatingany surpluses
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to a contingency fund that could be used from time
to time to cover exceptional and unforeseen cost
overruns in individual plans; however, the National
Executive hasnot hadan opportunity to fuliy
consider the idea duringthe past yearand, therefore,
is not bringingforward a proposal at this time,

Fund Allocations

Capital Fund

In 1996, the Canadian Federation of Students'
operations, based in Ottawa, and the Canadian
Federation of Students-Services' operations, based
in Toronto, were moved into joint office space in
Ottawa. At the time, the newspace was roughly
equivalent in size to the combined office spaces
that had housed the separate Canadian Federation
of Students and Canadian Federation of Students
Services operations.

Initialiy, the Federation paid $90,000 per year under
its original five-year lease signed in 1996. In 2001,
the Federation exercised its renewal option on the
space for an additional five years. Under the terms
of the renewal, rates were adjusted to reflect market'
conditions at the time of renewal. Annual costs
jumped to aimost$150,000 peryear.

On June30, 2006 the current lease expires. At that
point the Federation wili have spent closeto $1.2
mili ion on rent over the course of the preced ing
decade with noequity to show for it. With this in
mind the member locals voted in 1999 to create
a capital fund for the possible purchase of office
space when the current lease ends. With this year's
budgeted allocation of $100,000, the fund now
standsat $1,000,000.

Legal Fund

In the 1970's there existed two national student
organisations in Canada, outside of Quebec:
the National Union of Students (NUS) and the
Association of StudentCouncils Canada (ASCCl.
The main role of the National Union of Students
was to represent student issues and concerns to

Finances

the federal government. The main role of the ASCC
was to provide services, the primary one being
low-cost student travel. The majority of the member
associations belonging to each organisation belonged

to both.

In the late 1970's the NUS and the ASCC began
the process of merging to form a new organisation
that would repiace the existing structures, and
would provide both representation and services.
This resulted in the establishment of the Canadian
Federation of Students/Canadian Federation of
Students-Services in 1981. The development
plan calied for NUS and ASCC to initialiy operate
in tandem with the neworganisation for the first
few years, but eventualiy all activity of the old
organisations would be transferred to the new
structure. The activity of NUSwas to be transferred
to Canadian Federation of Studentsand the
activity of ASCC was to be transferred to Canadian
Federation of Students-Services.

By 1985 ali of the activity of NUS had been
transferred to Canadian Federation of Students
and, thus, NUSwas wound down. During the same
period, most of the ASCC activity was transferred to
Canadian Federation of Students-Services; however,
Travel CUTS remained, technically, the property
of the ASCC. In fall 1987, an ASCC meeting was
convened for the purpose of formally approving
the transfer the ownership of Travel CUTS to the
Canadian Federation of Students-Services and the
wind down of the ASCC.

The ASCC motion directed the ASCC Board to
enact the transfer by June 30, 1988. The ASCC
members did so because they were anxious to have
the amalgamation process, first started in the late
1970's, completed as soon as possible. However,
due to various unforeseen circumstances, the
transfer was not actually completed until 1991.

The University of Western Ontario University Student
Council (UWOUSC) and the Universityof Alberta
Students' Union had both been members of the
ASCC and, at various points in the 1980's, had been
members of the Canadian Federation of Students!
Canadian Federation of Students-Services. Both had
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ceased to be members of Canadian Federation of

Students-Services by the end of 1991. In 1997, the

business managers of the two students' associations

concocted the theory that Canadian Federation

of Students-Services had improperiyassumed

,own'ership of Travel CUTS from ASCC, That fail the

Universityof Western Ontario UniversityStudent

Council filed suit against Canadian Federation of

Students-Services, Travel CUTS and ASCC seeking

damages of $100 million doilarsor, in iieu of that,

reversal of the transferof ownership, In 2000, the
Universityof Alberta Students' Union and two alma

mater societies joined UWOUSC in the suit.

Given the natureof the piaintiffs' claim and the
amount of the damages sought, the National

Executive, and indeed the membership, decided

that the Federation had no choice but to mounta

vigorous andthorough defense. In order to do so
the Federation created a fund in 1999 to ensure

that there would besufficient resources for what is

expected to be a longand expensive trial.

The bulk of the fund wiil be used during the
upcomingyearfor the trial, scheduled to get

underway in late February 2006. Any unused portion

of the fund would beavailable in the unlikely event

that an appeal is required.

With this year's budgeted ailocation of $125,000,

the fund nowstandsat $800,000. The Nationai

Executive feels that the sizeof the fund is sufficient

to defend the Federation's interest in the matter and,

therefore, is proposing that no additional monies be

transferred to the fund during the upcomingfiscal

year.

General Meeting Disabled ,Access Fund

At some national general meetings there maybe

several delegates with special needs. At other

meetings there maybe none. The cost of providing

sign language interpretation for a hearing Impaired

delegate can exceed $10,000 for a single general

meeting. In the past, the dilemma for the Federation

waswhether or not to always budget for such an

expense even though the need mayexistat only one

in ten meetings,

To aliow for consistency in budgetingfromyear
to year, the member locals established a Generai
MeetingDisabled Access Fund in 2000. The Fund

allows the Federation to ailocate a consistent
'amount each year, rather than having costs,
fluctuating wildiy from year to year, paid from the
operating budget.

With this year's budgeted allocation of $5,000,
the fund now stands at $50,000. The National
Executive is proposing that an additional $10,000
be transferred to the fund during the upcoming
fiscal year.

Membership Fee Issues

Fee Adjustments for Consumer Price Index
Change

When the Federation was founded in 1981, the
national membership fee was set.at $2.00 per
student per semester. In 1992, the Federation's
member iocals voted to increase the fee from $2.00
to $3.00. At the same time, a bylawwas adopted
stipulating that, starting in 1996, the fee wouid be
adjusted each academic yearby the rate of change
in the Canadian Consumer Price Index duringthe
previous calendar year.

The adjustmentfor inflation is calculated in
mid-January when the previous year's Consumer
Price Index (CPO is announced by Statistics
Canada. Noticeof the change is sent to member
locals immediately thereafter. The following table

shows the adjustments that have been made to
the national membership fee since the annual
adjustments commenced in 1996, includingthe
adjustment for the comingyear:

Federation Adjusted
Fiscal Year Fee

1995-96 $3.00
1996-97 $3.06
1997-98 $3.12
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As the table illustrates, the Federation's national

membership fee for the upcoming academic year will

be $3,66 per student per semester.

Each year, the National Executive is faced with the

challenge of trying to ensure that all member locals

arrange with their respective institutions collection

of the adjusted fee. In the first few years after the

adoption of the CPI adjustment, the success rate

was quite low. However, with each passing year more

and more locals make the adjustment as a matter of

course,

1998-99
1999-2000
2000-2001
2001-2002
2003-2003
2003-2004
2004-2005
2005-2006

$3.16
$3.20
$3.28
$3.38
$3.42
$3.50
$3.60
$3.66

Finances

(APUS) and the Scarborough Campus Students'

Union (SCSU) - voted to join the Federation.

At the time the Federation and the three students'

unions assumed that, as a matter of course, the

University of Toronto would commence collection

of the Federation fees starting with the 2003-2004

academic year. This assumption was wrong. The

University refused to collect the fee, claiming that

the referendum process violated the University's

policy on fee collection.

From a contractual standpoint, a member local is

obligated to ensure that the Federation membership

fees are collected and remitted, whether through

a separate levy or through its own levy. However,

because the action by the University appeared to

be in no way the fault of any of the three students'

unions, the Federation did not demand immediate

payment. Instead the Federation worked with the

three unions to get the fees collected.

A few member locals are still collecting only a fee of

$3.00. In most cases, their respective institutions

are either unable or unwilling to collect amounts that

include cents.

Collection of the Proper Base Membership
Fee

As noted in previous reports, one member local,

the York Federation of Students, has not adjusted

the base membership fee from $2.00 to $3.00.

The Local is also not adjusting the annual fee for

inflation, other than one small change a few years

ago that increased the fee to $2.06 per semester.

As a result, more than $500,000 in membership

fees that should have been remitted by the Local

since 1995 has not been. The National Executive

continues to look for solutions to the problem.

Collection of Fees at the University of Toronto

In November 2002 the members of three students'

unions at the University of Toronto - University of

Toronto Students' Administrative Council (UTSAC),

Association of Part-time Undergraduate Students

In summer 2004, during the course of legal action

brought by APUS seeking collection of the fees,

the University agreed to collect the fee from APUS

members. Coilection was instituted in time for the

2004-2005 year, and the Federation fees that were

collected have since been remitted to the Federation.

The University's decision did not at the time extend

to UTSAC and SCSU, however, in late 2004 the

University indicated that, given that the fees were

being collected from APUS members, it made sense

to commence collection from UTSAC and SCSU

members, After receiving formal approval through its

University Affairs Board in early 2005, the University

commenced collection of the Federation fee from

UTSAC and SCSU members earlier this month.

2003-2004 Audit
Draft audited combined financial statements for

Canadian Federation of Students and Canadian

Federation of Students-Services will be presented

at this meeting. As the statements illustrate, the

Canadian Federation of Students ran a modest

surplus on the year. The Canadian Federation
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of Students-Services operation, exclusive of
Travel CUTS, alsoran a surplus; however, when
consolidated with its subsidiary, Travel CUTS, the
outcome is a sizeabie toss for the year, owing to
Travel CUTS' loss for the year.

2005-2006 BLidget
Thefirst draft of the 2005-2006 budget as
prepared by the National Executive projects only
minor changes from the current year's budget. On
the revenue side, net membership fees, the primary
revenue source, areprojected to be slightly higher
due to a reduction in the projected allowance
for doubtful fees. other revenue, primarily from
Federation services remains fairly stableand,
therefore, the projected revenue from those services
varies very little from this year's projections. On the
expense side, thereare nosignificant deviations
from this year's projections.
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Appendix I - Meetings with and Submissions to Government

Meetings with and
Submissions to Government

DATE MEETING SUBJECT

November 26, 2004 Maryantonett Flumian, Associate Oeputy
Minister, Human Resources and Skills
Oevelopment Canada

December 7,2004 Office of Beth Phinney, MP (Llb., Hamilton
Mountain)

December 7,2004 MP Michael Savage (Lib., Dartmouth-Cole
Harbour), Chair of the Liberal Caucus on
Post-secondary Education and Research

December 8, 2004 Senator Elizabeth Hubley

December 9, 2004 Senate Standing Committeeon Banking,
Trade, and Com merce

December 13, 2004 Marie-Josee Thivierge, Assistant Deputy
Minister, Human Resources and Skills
Development Canada (Learning Branch)

December 16, 2004 Hen. Ralph Goodale, Minister of Finance

January 21, 2005 Hon. Lucienne Robillard, Minister of Human
Resources and Skills Development

February 3,2005 MP Jack Layton, Leader, New Democratic
Party of Canada

February 7, 2005 Brad Trost, MP (Con., Saskatoon-Humbolt)

February 9,2005 Senator Donald Oliver

February 16, 2005 Don Stephenson, Director General, Trade
Policy, Department of Foreign Affairs and
International Trade

Student financial assistance,
dedicated post-secondary
education transfer payment

Revisions to the CopyrightAct

Revisions to the CopyrightAct

2005 federal budget

Bill C-5 "The Education Savings
Act"

Student financial assistance

2005 federal budget, federal
funding for post-secondary
education

Student financial assistance

Student financial assistance

Revisions to the Copyright Act

Senate Inquiry into Post-Secondary
Education

General Agreement on Trade in
Services
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DATE MEETING SUBJECT

February 22, 2005 Senator Catherine Callbeck

February 24, 2005 Anthony Salloum, Executive Assistant to MP
. Alexa MeDohough

March 4--6, 20D5 Liberal Party of Canada Polley Convention

March 4, 2005 MP Michael Savage (Llb., Dartmouth-Cole
Harbour), Chair of the Liberal Caucus on
Post-secondary Education and Research

March 5, 2005 Senator Wilfred Mooreand Senator Terry
Mercer

March 10-12, 2005 Meeting of the Canadian Commission for the
United Nations Education, Scientific, and
Cultural Organisation

March 4--6, 2005 Conservative Party of Canada Policy
Convention

April 4, 2005 Alan Nymark, Deputy Minister of Human
Resourses and Skills Development

April 7, 2005 MP Michael Savage (Llb., Dartmouth-Cole
Harbour), Chair of the Liberal Caucus on
Post-secondary Education and Research

April 19, 2005 MP Alexa McDonough (NDP, Halifax)

April 21, 2005 MP Peter Adams (Lib., Peterborough),
Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister of
Human Resources

April 21, 2005 Meeting of the Advisory Committee on
International Students and Immigration

May 2, 2005 MP Jack Layton, Leader, New Democratic
Party of Canada

Senate Inquiry into Post-Secondary
Education

Private Member's Bill C-236

Ddedicated post-secondary
education transfer payment

Dedicated post-secondary
education transfer payment, tuition
fees

Senate Inquiry into Post-Secondary
Education

Privatisation and international
development

Dedicated post-secondary
education transfer payment,
Millennium Scholarship
Foundation

University research, Bob Rae's
report on post-secondary
education, dedicated post
secondary education transfer
payment

Private Member's Bill C-236

2005 federal election

Dedicated post-secondary
education transfer payment, 2005
federal election

Changes to regulations for
international students

20D5 federal budget amendments
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Appendix II - Media Activity
\

Media Activity

SUBJECT

2004/04/25 Canwest Global National Graduates Survey on student debt

2004/04/25 Broadcast News National Graduates Survey on student debt

2004/04/25 CFRA AM Nationai Graduates Survey on student debt

2004/04/25 Globe and Maii National Graduates Survey on student debt

2004/04/25 CKTB AM National Graduates Survey on student debt

2004/04/25 CJUM AM National Graduates Survey on student debt

2004/05/04 CTV Bankruptcy Charter Challenge

2004/05/05 Rogers Television (Ottawa) Tuition Fees and Funding

2004/05/05 CHEO AM Radio (Edmonton) Stephen Harper's Absence from the Great Canad ian
Job Interview

2004/05/11 CJOH Television Youth Voting in Federal Elections

2004/05/11 CJAD AM Youth Voting in Federai Elections

2004/05/25 Canadian University Press Student Issues in the Federal Election

2004/05/25 Calgary Herald Student issues in the Federal Election

2004/05/25 CHMLAM Student Issues in the Federal Eiection

2004/05/28 CBC Radio (Ottawa) VoteEducation.ca, Student Issues in the Federal
Election

2004/05/31 Rogers Television (Ottawa) Student Issues in the Federal Election

2004/05/31 Brandon Sun VoteEducation.ca, Student Issues in the Federai
Election

2004/05/31 Toronto Star Great Canadian Job Interview

2004/05/01 New RO Television Youth Voting in Federal Elections

2004105/01 CBC Television (for pre- Tuition Fees
recorded show - The Money
Show)

2004/06/03 940 AM Tuition Fees

2004/06/03 Vancouver Sun Student Issues in the Federal Eiection
i
\ 2004/06/04 Radio Canada Great Canadian Job Interview

2004/06/04 CBC'Television Great Canadian Job interview
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DATE OUTLET SUBJECT

2004/06/04 Canwest Global Great Canadian Job interview

2004/06/10 Canadian Press Federation's Report Card on Education

2004106114 Georgia Strait Federation's Report Card on Education

2004106115 CBC Television Bankruptcy Charter Chalienge

2004/06116 CKLN Radio Bankruptcy Charter Challenge

2004/06116 National Post Bankruptcy Charter Challenge

2004/06/16 Radio Canada Bankruptcy Charter Challenge

2004/06/17 CKNW Radio Bankruptcy Charter Challenge

2004/06117 CBC Radio Bankruptcy Charter Challenge

2004/06118 Radio Canada Student Debt

2004/07107 Sudbury Star Millennium Scholarship Foundation Northern Ontario
Consultation

2004/08119 CJOB 68 Winnipeg Statistics Canada University Finances Study

2004/08119 Radio Canada Statistics Canada University Finances Study

2004/08119 Hami Iton Spectator Statistics Canada University Finances Study

2004/08/19 Vancouver Province High Cost of Education

2004/08/19 Toronto Star Statistics Canada University Finances Study

2004/08/19 CKNW Vancouver Statistics Canada University Finances Study

2004/08/23 570 AM Kitchener Tuition Fees and Funding

2004/08/25 Halifax Herald Tuition Fees and Access

2004/08/26 Times Transcript Tuition Fees and Access

2004/08/30 Edmonton Sun Enroiment Disparities by Level of Parental Education

2004/08/31 Country Living Canada Statistics Canada University Finances Study

2004/09/02 Windsor Star Statistics Canada Tuition Fee Report

2004/09102 CBC Radio Statistics Canada Tu ition Fee Report

2004/09/02 Ottawa Sun Statistics Canada Tuition Fee Report

2004/09/02 CanWest Statistics Canada Tuition Fee Report

2004/09/02 Radio Canada Statistics Canada Tuition Fee Report

2004/09102 CTV Statistics Canada Tuition Fee Report

2004/09/02 Globe and Mail Statistics Canada Tuition Fee Report

2004/09/02 CBC Radio Statistics Canada Tuition Fee Report

2004/09/02 Globai News - Western Canada Statistics Canada Tuition Fee Report
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WORI(ING "rOGETHER
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SUBJECT

2004/09102 570 AM Kitchener Statistics Canada Tuition Fee Report

2004/09/02 680 AM Toronto Statistics Canada Tuition Fee Report

2004/09102 Radio Canada (ROil Statistics Canada Tuition Fee Report

2004/09102 Global News Statistics Canada Tuition Fee Report

2004/09/02 Radio Canada - Winnipeg Statistics Canada Tuition Fee Report

2004/09103 570 AM Kitchener Statistics Canada Tuition Fee Report

2004/09/03 CKUT* State of Education in Canada

2004109103 CKCU* State of Education in Canada

2004/09108 The Charlatan* PoliticIsingOrientation Events

2004/09109 CSC Radio - Cross Country Tuition Fees and Funding
Check Up

2004/09/09 RDI- New Brunswick Tuition Fees and Funding

2004/09109 TheVarsity* Bankruptcy Charter Challenge

2004109124 Canadian UniversityPress Inter-University Competition for Top Students

2004110/04 The Excalibur* IncomeContingent Student Loan Repayment Schemes

2004110104 Canadian University Press Response to Throne Speech

2004110/06 Toronto Star US Report on Canadian Education

2004/10106 National Post US Report on Canadian Education

2004110/06 National Post IncomeContingent Student Loan Repayment Schemes

2004/10106 Maclean's State of Education in Canada

2004110119 Sudbury Star Rae Review Consultation in Sudbury

2004/10/25 Canadian Press Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act

2004110/28 National Post Education Industry Summit

2004/11/02 The Independent Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act

2004111103 Canadian University Press Tuition Fees and Funding

2004111108 The Excalibur* Miliennium Scholarship Foundation Priceof
Knowledge Paper

2004111/08 Humber Egcetera* Millennium Scholarship Foundation Price of
Knowledge Paper

2004/11108 CBC Radio Millennium Scholarship Foundation Priceof
Knowledge Paper

2004111108 CTV (Ontario) Miiiennium Scholarship Foundation Price of
Knowledge Paper
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2004/11108 Toronto Star Millennium Scholarship Foundation Priceof
Knowledge Paper

2004/11108 Giobe and Mail Millennium Scholarship Foundation Priceof
Knowledge Paper

2004111108 Public AffairsUniversityof Millennium Scholarship. Foundation Price of
Toronto' Knowledge Paper

2004/11/08 CBC National Millennium Scholarship Foundation Priceof
Knowledge Paper

2004111108 CHTV Hamilton Millennium Scholarship Foundation Price of
Knowledge Paper

2004/11/08 Report On Business Television Millennium Scholarship Foundation Priceof
Knowledge Paper

2004/11/08 The Ryersonian' Millennium Schoiarship Foundation Priceof
Knowledge Paper

2004/11108 The Canadian Press Millennium Scholarship Foundation Priceof
Knowledge Paper

2004/11108 National Post Millennium Scholarship Foundation Priceof
Knowledge Paper

2004/11108 TheWestern Gazette' Millennium Scholarship Foundation Priceof
Knowledge Paper

2004111/08 680 AM Toronto Millennium Scholarship Foundation Priceof
Knowledge Paper

2004/11108 CIUT Radio Millennium Scholarship Foundation Priceof
Knowledge Paper

2004111108 The Varsity' Millennium Scholarship Foundation Priceof
Knowledge Paper

2004/11108 The Eyeopener Millennium Scholarship Foundation Priceof
Knowledge Paper

2004/11/09 CBC Quebec Student Day of Action

2004111115 Globe and Mail International Students Right to Work Off Campus

2004/11/15 Reader's Digest Tuition Fees and Funding

2004/11/15 McGill Daily Globe and Mail Survey about Students' Unions
Effectiveness

* DENOTES CAMPUS MEDIA
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Appendix II - Media Activity

SUBJECT

2004/09/02 570 AM Kitchener Statistics Canada Tuition Fee Report

2004/09/02 680 AM Toronto Statistics Canada Tuition Fee Report

2004/09/02 Radio Canada (RDll Statistics Canada Tuition Fee Report

2004/09/02 Giobal News . Statistics Canada Tuition Fee Report

2004/09/02 Radio Canada - Winnipeg Statistics Canada Tuition Fee Report

2004/09/03 570 AM Kitchener StatisticsCanada Tuition Fee Report

2004/09/03 CKUT* Stateof Education in Canada

2004/09/03 CKCU* State of Education in Canada

2004/09/08 The Charlatan* PoliticisingOrientation Events

2004/09/09 C8C Radio - Cross Country Tuition Fees and Funding
Check Up

2004/09/09 RDI- New Brunswick Tuition Fees and Funding

2004/09/09 TheVarsity* Bankruptcy Charter Challenge

2004/09/24 Canadian University Press Inter-University Competition for Top Students

2004/10/04 The Exealibur* Income Contingent Student Loan Repayment Schemes

2004/10/04 Canadian University Press Response to Throne Speech

2004110/06 Toronto Star US Report on Canadian Education

2004110/06 National Post US Report on Canadian Education

2004/10/06 National Post Income Contingent Student Loan Repayment Schemes

2004/10/06 Maclean's State of Education in Canada

2004110/19 SUdbury Star Rae Review Consuitation in Sudbury

2004110/25 Canadian Press Bankruptcy and insoivency Act

2004/10/28 National Post Education industry Summit

2004/11/02 The Independent Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act

2004111/03 Canadian University Press Tuition Fees and Funding

2004/11108 The Excalibur* Millennium Scholarship Foundation Priceof
Knowledge Paper

2004/11108 Humber Egcetera* Millennium Scholarship Foundation Priceof
Knowledge Paper

2004/11/08 CBC Radio Miliennium Scholarship Foundation Priceof
Knowledge Paper

2004/11/08 CTV (Ontario) Millennium Scholarship Foundation Price of
Knowledge Paper
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2004/11/08 Toronto Star Millennium Scholarship Foundation Priceof
Knowledge Paper

2004/11/08 Giobe and Mail Millennium Scholarship Foundation Price of
Knowledge Paper

2004/11/08 Public Affairs University of Millennium Scholarship Foundation Priceof
Toronto* Knowledge Paper

2004/11/08 CSC National Millennium Scholarship Foundation Priceof
Knowledge Paper

2004/11/08 CHTV Hamilton Millennium Scholarship Foundation Priceof
Knowledge Paper

2004/11/08 Report On Business Television Millennium Schoiarship Foundation Priceof
Knowledge Paper

2004/11/08 The Ryersonian* Millennium Scholarship Foundation Priceof
Knowledge Paper

2004/11/08 The Canadian Press Millennium Schoiarship Foundation Priceof
Knowiedge Paper

2004/11/08 National Post Millennium Scholarship Foundation Priceof
Knowiedge Paper

2004/11108 The Western Gazette* Millennium Scholarship Foundation Priceof
Knowledge Paper

2004/11/08 680 AM Toronto Millennium Scholarship Foundation Priceof
Knowledge Paper

2004/11/08 CIUT Radio Millennium Scholarship Foundation Priceof
Knowledge Paper

2004/11/08 The Varsity' Millennium Scholarship Foundation Priceof
Knowledge Paper

2004/11/08 The Eyeopener Millennium Scholarship Foundation Priceof
Knowledge Paper

2004/11/09 CBC Quebec Student Day of Action

2004/11/15 Globe and Mail International Students Right to Work Off Campus

2004/11/15 Reader's Digest Tuition Fees and Funding

2004/11/15 McGill Daily Globe and Mail Survey aboutStudents' Unions
Effectiveness

• DENOTES CAMPUS MEDIA
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